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GGD - RERUN P70s
NEW CAR NUMBERS: ORDER IN PAIRS: PRR, PRSL, LIRR, $249.95 MSRP.
RESERVE TODAY! VERY LIMITED QUANTITIES.

RERUN PULLMAN 12-1 SLEEPERS IN ABS
NEW CAR NAMES TOO: PRR, PULLMAN (GREEN), PULLMAN (TTG), ERIE (TWO TONE GREEN),
LACKAWANNA (Grey and Maroon). RESERVE TODAY! COMING FALL 2008. $129.95 MSRP each.

NYC 20th Century 1938 & 1940
YES WE ARE OFFERING THE 1940 STRIPING TOO!

Available in Late 2008 for $599.95 (RESERVE PRICE) per 4 Car Set

54’ STEEL REEFERS
Also:

REA Green

REA ORIG
ACL
GN
B&O
Pull-Green
NYC
SF

Set A:
RPO/Baggage 5018
Diner 681
4-4-2 Imperial Highlands
Observation Manhattan Is.
Set B:
Dorm/Club Century Club
17-Roomette City of Albany
10-5 Cascade Dawn
13-Double Bedroom Cuyahoga County
Set C:
Diner 682
17-Roomette City of Chicago
10-5 Cascade Glory
4-4-2 Imperial Falls

HW DINER
/ OBSERVATION
PRR - BIG CHANGE
4-2-1 PULLMAN OBSERVATION
D78br - DINER (w/3DP1 Trucks)

OFFERED IN MANY OTHER ROADS WITH PULLMAN TRUCKS

A LEVEL OF DETAIL UNMATCHED

GGD Aluminum
Aluminum Sets
Sets -- PRICE
PRICE CHANGE
CHANGE
GGD

- NYC ESE: 6 Car Set, 2 Car Add On ($599.95 / $299.95) FALL 2008
- Santa Fe 1937 Super Chief: 6 Car Set, 2 Car Add On ($599.95 / $299.95) FALL 2008
- Southern Pacific Daylight: 5 Car, 5 Articulated Add On ($599.95 / $599.95) Late 2008
- PRR Fleet of Mod. 2 Tone Tuscan: 5 Car Set, 2 Car Add On ($599.95 / $299.95) Late 2008
PRR Post War Tuscan: 5 Car Set, 2 Car Add On ($599.95 / $299.95) Late 2008
Scale Trucks - Scale Underbody - Scale Interior Details - Overhead Lighting - 054 Track or Larger

LITTLE PEOPLE
(1930S-1950S)
40 Seated $29.95
HIGHLY DETAILED
+ $5 S&H (1-4 PACKS)

231 MARKET PLACE, SUITE 223 SAN RAMON, CA 94583

100 TON CONCRETE
COALING TOWER
Coming 2009
Reserve Today
$249.95 MSRP

www.goldengatedepot.com / FAX: (408) 904-5849
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Steel Rails

Layout & Story by Frank Gedde
Photos By Neville Rossiter

Working the tracks at Alice Arm

The
ore
trestle

An overview
of Alice Arm
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This is the story of the Dolly
Varden Silver Mine, set in British
Columbia, Canada, circa 1914. It
was fascinating to sit in on a lecture
about this mine while at the Toronto
NMRA Convention of 2004. It was
just what I was looking for to reproduce as a portable modular layout
to exhibit at shows and, of course,
it would fit around the walls of my
garage!
The whole thing caught my eye
because of the rugged terrain, the
plethora of trees I would have to
make, and because the buildings,
cabins and mine area were all made
of wood and shingles. It also gave
me the opportunity to try a new
scenery technique not seen before
in Western Australia. Just the thing
for me.
I decided to move up in scale
to On30 and to try DCC, too. NCE
DCC was the operating system of
choice, used in Bachmann locomotives (a T-Boiler Shay, and the new
Climax). I’ll need to acquire some
more small locos, but they will
come with time.
My aim was to keep
it small and modular.
I made the main modules 12” wide, 4’ long,
and 2’-8” high, with a
fluorescent light fitted
behind the valance
of each module. The
layout has seven modules arranged in an

“L” shape. Spectator viewing was also
considered, with a height of 54”eventually chosen to allow people to look into,
rather than down on, the layout. The pine
trestle legs supporting the modules were
four feet high, with the layout’s framework sitting on top of them. The basic
frames were constructed using 1x6 pine
with mitered corners and timber gussets
inside where the trestle legs sit. Risers
(1x2) and 1/4” plywood roadbed were
installed and cut at each module end. In
all, construction took nine months.
Narrow-gauge On30 track and rail
(all code 100) were purchased. Track
was handlaid in the yards and over the
bridges, which took over three full days
to complete. Turnouts were Peco HO,
due to their competitive price.
Clay was used for general ground
cover, as were sticks and twigs collected
from the natural environment. Flower
stamens from the marri tree (eucalyptus
calophylla), various lichens and mosses,
and branches from the sheoak tree mimic
tree trunks superbly. Various flowers from
proteas, bansksias, caspias, dryandra,
wattles, and paperbark twigs were also
used. In fact, most of the scenery materials were natural products mingled with
(of course) the old faithful ground foam.
Using an industrial sealant, Selleys “No
More Gaps”, the whole assembly was
fixed to a polystyrene base which was
fixed between the wooden frames. Automotive spray paint from cans and spray
glue were also used extensively with a
final coating of diluted PVA glue.
u
(more photos on page 6)
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Snaking
through
the woods

No. 7 is comin’ through

A shanty near the tracks

This culvert shows Frank’s
attention to detail
The builder/owner Frank Gedde
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The Art of Finescale
Michael Cougill
Trees
When I was young, I didn’t do a lot of tree climbing.
But there was this one tree that was always a temptation to
climb. As I recall, it was a big oak, custom-made for climbing. The first branch was easy to reach from the ground,
and once up there, it seemed there was always another
limb just where you needed to have one. I gave into the
temptation one day and climbed that tree higher than I
ever climbed any others. Once up to my limits in height
and courage, I sat for maybe fifteen minutes or more, just
enjoying the gentle sway of the branches in the breeze.
Going back down was about as easy as going up. That was
well over thirty years ago, yet the memory lingers.
Trees can have that sort of impact on us. They’re often
the stuff of legend and myth. Whose imagination isn’t
fueled by the words Sherwood Forest? As the largest living plants, trees define a geographic region and they’re
often what we see first on a model railroad and yet, they’re
likely to be the least considered aspect of scenery modeling. Could the time have finally come when tree modeling
will come into its own? I know, its model railroading, not
model forestry. I know there are limits to everyone’s time
and patience. But, look closely at this photo taken near
Mill St. on the I&W. Would the scene be as effective if the
foreground trees didn’t have a nice bark texture to them?
Would it be as realistic if the trees didn’t tower over the
train? Would the tree covered hillside in the back look

realistic if it wasn’t so densely covered? With or without
the trees, the train cars are nothing more than models sitting on a stretch of track, which is itself a model. The sense
of looking through the trees conveys a powerful image of
being in the scene rather than separate from it. This gives
a sense of scale. We know from real world experience
that trees often tower over other objects. Your mind wants
to see this relationship in a modeled scene, and when it’s
there, your mind can easily fill in whatever else is missing.
This is the power that thoughtfully done scenery can have,
even in a very small space, as I tried to explain in Part III of
my “Pieces of The Puzzle” series elsewhere in this issue.
Convincing looking model trees require observation of
the real thing just like any other aspect of modeling. Nice
thing about trees is you don’t have to go too far to find prototype source material (unless you live in the southwestern
desert areas or a dense urban setting).
Most of what you see here are natural materials. I
lucked out and found a source of dried branches at my
local Hobby Lobby store that featured a fine branch structure at the end of a slender trunk. Called wild huck, they’re
perfect for background filler material. The other materials
are baby’s breath, caspia and whatever else looked good in
the dried flowers section of the store. Real autumn colored
leaves were ground up for the forest floor cover along with
all the other ground cover techniques outlined in my article
from OST #26, May/June 2006.
While the wild huck branches
look good, they’re too skinny.
A convincing scene needs trees
with trunks of varying diameters. Some trees will be the
dominant ones in a grove, being
the biggest because they were
faster growing and got the most
sunshine. I’ve added a couple
of trees with larger trunks since
taking this photo. Speaking of
the photo, there were no camera
tricks or digital magic involved.
This is how the scene looks.
There’s much more to say on this
subject. Check out the OST Blog
for additional coverage.
Best regards,
Mike			
u
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P&D Hobby Shop

31280 Groesbeck,
Fraser, MI 48026
586-296-6116
Open Mon-Fri 10-8,
Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Fax: 586-296-5642
www.pdhobbyshop.com

Power
Power or
or Repower
Repower Kits
Kits for
for Red
Red Caboose
Caboose GPs
GPs

PDP2201K-Repower kit, Red Caboose GP9, P&D brass EMD Blomberg trucks

PDP2201K-Repower Kit, Red Caboose GP9 with P&D brass
Blomberg trucks...$225.00 + s&h

PDP2200K-Repower Kit, Red Caboose GP9 with plastic Blomberg
trucks...$160.00 + s&h

The P&D TWIN
TOWER DRIVE for the Red
Caboose GP body kit is
functionally equivalent
to the P&D power units
already available for the
P&D F units, GPs, RSDs,
and the Weaver FAs, FBs,
RS-3s and GP-38s.
The Red Caboose
power kits provide only
the necessary power
related parts to supplement the Red Caboose GP
body kit. These power kits
fully utilize the underframe
(platform), deck, air tanks,
fuel tanks, motor mounts
and screws that are furnished in the Red Caboose
body kit.
These P&D Twin Tower
Drive kits can also be used
to repower existing Red
Caboose GPs. Two kits are
offered: #PDP2200K has
plastic Blomberg trucks,
while #PDP2201K features
the P&D brass Blomberg
trucks, which are truly
some of the finest trucks
on the market. Each kit
also includes a powerful
Pittman motor and all the
necessary parts to complete the installation.
Detailed instructions are
included.

Convert the MTH Woodside Passenger Car to 2-Rail

Joe Giannovario
Introduction
The MTH 64-foot wood sided passenger car is a neat
model but it is only currently available as a 3-Rail model.
For a about fifteen bucks and about an hour of time, it can
be converted to 2-Rail trucks and couplers with only hand
tools. Photo 1 shows the car in its stock configuration. To

1

each end and two screws in the middle of the floor. The
entire floor will now lift out with the trucks attached.
The trucks are mounted from the topside of the floor.
The mounting screw is located in a well-hole in the floor
(Photo 3). Remove both screws and the trucks will drop off
the floor. Set the floor aside.
The trucks can now be completely disassembled with a
Phillips head screwdriver as shown in Photo 4. Since I will

3
perform this conversion you will need four 2-rail wheelsets with pointed axle ends, O Scale couplers and some
plastic stock about 0.2” thick and least 1” wide.
Disassembly
Flip the car over on its roof. Note the lighting system
is connected to the trucks by a wire screwed to the truck
frame and a spade connector on the third-rail roller (Photo
2). Disconnect all the wires from the trucks. Now, rotate
the trucks as shown in Photo 2 to expose the Phillips head
screws near the end of the car. Remove two screws from

2

4
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be installing body-mounted couplers I chose to remove the
truck-mounted coupler shank from the truck bolster and
to also remove the mount for the third-rail roller. I did this
with a cut-off disk and a Dremel tool (Photo 5).

5

how I did it. Now, attach the spade connector to the tab.
On the other end, reattach the wire with the screw connector to a side frame. Make sure the insulated wheels
are on different sides of the car for each truck before you
place the car on the tracks.
Installing Couplers
Photo 7 shows the underside of the end platform with
what appears to be a coupler mounting pad. There is not
enough ”meat” in the end platform to support a direct
coupler box installation and the coupler would sit too
high anyway. Grind away the cast-on mounting pad with a
Dremel tool (Photo 8).

7

Reassemble the Trucks
Save a tab for the spade connector from one roller so
you can use it to reattach the lighting circuit. Reassemble
the trucks and replace the 3-Rail wheelsets with 36” 2Rail wheelsets with pointed axle ends. I used NWSL P/N
8288-4. Be sure to have the insulated wheels on the same
side of the truck frame or else you will have a short circuit
when placed on 2-Rail track.
Since the floor of the car is ABS, we can use the trucks
for lighting pickup by reinstalling them with the insulated
wheels on opposite sides of the car. Reinstall the trucks to
the floor, and then reinstall the floor to the carbody.
There are four wires for the lighting circuit, two with
screw tabs and two with spade connectors. Originally, all
four were connected. You only need one of each now. Clip
off one screw tab close to the floor and stuff the wire end
into the floor opening. On the other end, clip off the spade
connector and stuff the wire end into the floor opening.
Remember that spade tab you saved? Attach it to the
truck frame at the end where the wire still has the spade
connector. There are lots of holes to choose from now that
all the 3-Rail hardware has been removed. Photo 6 shows

6
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8

Make new mounting pads from styrene or ABS (Photo
9). I made mine from one inch wide by 0.125” thick ABS
stock laminated with 0.080” styrene. This shims the coupler box to the correct height when using 36” wheels. I
made the mounting pad fit the width of the space between
the steps. Drill two pairs of holes in the mounting pads.
The front pair were drilled with a #56 bit and tapped for 080 screws to mount the coupler box. Drill the rear pair of
holes with a#50 bit to clear 0-80 screws.
Place the mounting pads on the floor and drill through the
rear hole pairs with a #56 drill. Tap for 0-80 screws. Mount
the pad to the floor with 0-80 screws (Photo 10). Check the
coupler height with a Kadee® gage (Photo 11). If you need to
add or subtract any material, now is the time to do it.

9

From PA Heritage
O Scale Birney Drive Units

10

11

• Shown above: a complete interior structure for the
Corgi Birney with lights and reversing headlights. Includes
the 2-rail power truck. $125.
• 2-rail power truck for the Corgi Birney. Requires some
floor removal which is not visible in the car. 8' wheelbase
with scale or hirail wheels. Our hirail wheels operate on
code 100 or higher. $90
• Not shown: Black Beetle power unit available in wheel
base from 23.75 MM to 40 MM.(15/16" to 1 9/16"). $65

Pa Heritage Models Ltd.
715 Ridgeway Road, Birdsboro, PA 19508
www.paheritagemodels.com

You can leave the pad screwed to the floor or you can
glue the pad to the floor with styrene cement for an even
stronger bond. I used Testor’s liquid cement.
Finished
That’s it. Put the car on the track and apply power.
If you assembled the trucks correctly, the lights should
come on. The lights are not constant intensity and could
stand the addition of a controlled lighting circuit. I also
noticed that in operation the lights flickered quite a bit.
That tells me the trucks could use phosphor-bronze wipers
to improve electrical pickup. Both of those, however, are
projects for another day.				
u
Materials List
NWSL
#8288-4 36” wheelsets (4 axles)
Kadee
#805 O Scale coupler w/metal box
Misc.
ABS or styrene stock
0-80 screws
Styrene liquid cement
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On30 Baldwin 2-4-4 Forney

Locomotive of Choice
™

DCC SOUND ON BOARD

(sound, speed, direction, and lighting control)
MSRP: $435.00 each

OUTSIDE FRAME
SANDY RIVER & RANGELY LAKE #12
Item No. 25494

INSIDE FRAME
SANDY RIVER & RANGELY LAKE #11
Item No. 25495

OUTSIDE FRAME
PAINTED, UNLETTERED
Item No. 25498

INSIDE FRAME
PAINTED, UNLETTERED
Item No. 25499

Choices abound with the Spectrum® On30
Baldwin 2-4-4 Forney. Offered as inside- and
outside-frame versions, our Forney locomotives are available DCC-equipped or with
Tsunami® DCC sound technology, using
sounds taken from real locomotives. With
DCC Sound On Board™, modelers can add a
new level of realism to their railroads with a
broad palette of prototypical sound effects
and DCC functions. Plus, both sound and
non-sound models feature dual-mode
decoders that work on both DC and DCC
layouts automatically.
So no matter which Forney you choose, you’ll
have chosen wisely. Visit your local hobby
retailer to learn more about the Spectrum®
On30 Forney and Bachmann’s complete line of
model railroading products.

DCC sound decoder features include:

Locomotive features:

• authentic sound effects, including whistles,
bells, chuffs, and air pumps
• additional sounds include dynamo, injectors,
coupler clank, water stop and more
• three whistles to choose from in each model
• whistle can be played in real time to create
authentic signals
• high quality 16-bit digital sound
• advanced motor control features including
load compensation and silent drive to provide
smooth, quiet operation
• supports all recognized programming methods

• die-cast frame, boiler, and cab
• vestibule cab with operating doors and interior detail
• 5 pole, skew-wound motor
• operating LED headlight
• separately applied detail parts

Also available
™

DCC ON BOARD

™

(speed, direction, and lighting control only)
MSRP: $275.00 each
OUTSIDE FRAME SANDY RIVER & RANGELY LAKE
INSIDE FRAME SANDY RIVER & RANGELY LAKE
OUTSIDE FRAME PAINTED UNLETTERED
INSIDE FRAME PAINTED UNLETTERED

Item No. 25476
Item No. 25477
Item No. 25478
Item No. 25479

Bachmann Industries, Inc. • 1400 East Erie Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 19124 • www.bachmanntrains.com
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Spring Loaded Power Pickup
Ray Grosser

General
While installing a dedicated DCC system in a MTH 2-Rail
2-8-0, I discovered that the locomotive did not have electrical power pickup on the drivers. I wanted as much electrical
contact with the rails possible instead of having only two
axles on the tender picking up from each rail. Some kind of
power pickup was needed. After experimenting with phosphor bronze wire and sheet stock, I opted to build an isolated spring-loaded pin that would contact the inside of the
non-insulated driver, similar to the Atlas RS-1. I first thought
of fabricating the wiper pin from a 2-56 bolt with a spring
on it, but that was unsatisfactory because the threads on the
bolt interfered with the movement of the spring. So I started
experiments with plastic tubing, brass tubing, and brass rod.
First, I had to find a suitable spring. I found the one I
needed in a Kadee® G gauge coupler package. It is made
of bronze and is used as the draft gear spring for the coupler
shank. It is perfect for this wiper installation. Here is how I
did it.

Fabrication
I found some 0.072” brass rod in my accumulation of
brass off-cuts. The 0.072” X 1/2” long rod will be used for
the shaft of the assembly.
Cut a piece of 1/8” (0.125”) dia. brass tubing approximately 1/8” long. Apply soldering flux to the rod and the inside of
the tube and tin the rod with solder. Slip the rod into the tube
so the end of the rod sticks out a little on the other end and
solder the two pieces together, filling the void completely.
Finish the shaft assembly by chucking it in a hand-held motor
tool (unless you are fortunate enough to own a modeling
lathe). Clean it up with a file, then shape a slight radius on
the end of the shaft (Photo 1).
Next, cut a piece of 3/16” (0.187”) diameter plastic tubing

1

Sometimes liquid plastic cement will warp the pieces and this
could result in the spring and shaft not moving freely inside the
tube. After the glue is completely set, you will need to run a
5/64” drill bit through the tube to give the shaft some clearance
to operate smoothly.
Once the shaft and holder are completed (Photo 2), it is

2

time to make the clip to hold the assembly to the frame. I
used some 0.015” X 0.250” brass stock to make this clip. I
first bent a radius with coupler pin adjusting pliers. I used the
center section, and bent the stock 180 degrees to form the
holder. Once that was completed, I used flat-jawed pliers to
bend one leg 90 degrees, which will form the ear that will be
secured to the MTH brake shoe screw adjacent to the driver.
I drilled a hole in the ear to clear the screw so that the assembly will clear the driver and all side to side play in the driver
(Photo 3).
The pickup wire cannot be soldered onto the pin after the

3

assembly is completed because the heat would warp and ruin
the plastic sleeve; so a wire had to be attached before the
shaft was installed into the sleeve. It cannot be soldered to
the pin on the outside because the installation of the spring
would be affected, so I drilled a 1/32” hole in the end of the
shaft to receive the wire. I then soldered a piece of #30 gauge
wire into the end of the shaft using flux and a very small
amount of solder (Photo 4).

4

3/8” (0.387”) long for the sleeve or holder. Take a piece of 1/8”
tubing and telescope it into one end of the larger tube approximately 1/16” and glue it in place. This smaller tube will be the
tail seat for the spring. I took some advice from my wife about
the type of glue to use and joined the two sections with CA.
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5

Installation
To assemble the wiper, install the spring over the wire and
onto the brass shaft. Insert the wire and shaft through the hole
in the tail of the plastic sleeve and pull it in flush. Make sure
the shaft moves freely in the sleeve; a little sanding or possibly enlarging the tube very slightly will loosen any binding
that may occur. Install the clip angle over the tube and align
the assembly to the back side of the driver tire and secure the
brake hanger and clip angle together. Test the assembly to
insure the driver’s side-to-side play allows the wiper to be in
contact with the tire in both directions and tighten the screw.
Run the wire through the hole for the third rail pickup slider and run it under the motor. From there it is a simple matter
to solder the wire to any other wipers you have installed and
then to the decoder wire. Remember, the MTH engine is built
with the insulated driver on the right, not on the left as the
rest of the world (Photo 5).
Use heat shrink tubing on all wire connections by installing a short section over one wire or the other before soldering
the wires together. Slip the heat shrink tubing in place, and
contract it with your soldering iron.
Once you have realized the advantage of this pickup, you

Nos. 16001-18500

will not be sorry you invested the time to build and install this
wiper. Now the engine and tender both pick up power from
the rails and there will be no stopping over a dead section of
track, such as a frog. This is well worth the time and materials
for operating satisfaction.				
u

O SCALE/PROTO 48 • Kit #124/124-P … $49.95
•Based on 1917 prototype built
by Mt. Vernon Car Co.
•Double sheath with Dreadnought ends
•Steel underframe
•Andrews trucks
•Kit includes couplers and decals
Also available –
SACRAMENTO NORTHERN
Boxcar Nos. 2301-2350
Kit #125/125-P … $49.95
� Coming soon – SP Sugar Beet Gondola

M

ullet River

O Scale
Caboose Models

odel Works

118 Huson Ct. • Plymouth, WI 53073

Phone 920-892-8159
WWW.mulletrivermodelworks.com

> Laser cut plywood body with working windows
> Full interior with roof ribs and purlins
> Separate doors can be modeled in the open position
> Working windows
> Etched brass underframes

See your dealer or our web site for more photos
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New
New
New
New
New

403001 SOO Line Caboose with single window cupola
403002 SOO Line Caboose with two side window cupola
403003 DSS&A Caboose
403004 C&NW Caboose with no end windows
403005 C&NW Caboose with end windows
403006 C&NW Caboose with all wood underframe
403007 Big Four Caboose
403008 Milwaukee Road Caboose with tall cupola
403009 CB&Q 28' Caboose
403010 CB&Q 30' Caboose
403011 SOO Line 34' Caboose
403012 Central of Georgia Caboose with tong and groove side
403013 Yosemite Valley Caboose
403014 Central of Georgia Caboose with plywood side
403015 Colorado & Southern Caboose standard gage
403016 C&NW Bay Window Caboose tong and groove side
403017 C&O-Pere Marquette Caboose
403018 Southern Pacific C-30-1 Caboose
403019 Southern Pacific CS-15 Caboose
403020 Grand Trunk Western Caboose
403021 New York Central Caboose
403022 Boston & Albany Caboose

$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00

Rail-Related Industries from B.T.S. !
Cabin Creek

Coal Tipple

The Cabin Creek Coal Tipple is a freelanced
composite of several different tipples located in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Three tracks are serviced
here. The tipple kit is laser cut and engineered for
easy construction. Detail castings and bulkheads are
included. Overall size is about 2’ x 4’ as shown.

#18105-L

$ 549.95

Slatyfork Sawmill

Slatyfork is a double bandsaw mill that can handle the load! This Master
Creations’ kit consists of laser-cut basswood, plywood, and detail castings.
Interior walls and floors are included. And the standard features of B.T.S.
kits are there... positionable doors and window sashes, slot and tab
construction, brass door knobs, and well-engineered construction providing
fast and easy assembly. The footprint is about a scale 115’ x 65’.

#18300

$ 850.00

McCabe Planing Shed
The McCabe Lumber Co. Planing Shed should be called
a planing mill complex since it is more than just a simple
shed. The planing complex consists of the transfer shed,
two planing buildings, boiler house, water tank, and loads
of details, and is a key part of the Slatyfork Sawmill
Complex. The Planing Shed can also be used as a standalone manufacturing industry such as a box factory.

This kit consists of laser-cut basswood, plywood, and cardstock,
tarpaper roofing, brass, urethane, and white-metal detail castings, and
loads of character. The tabbed, well-engineered construction provides
fast and easy assembly. The footprint is about 70’ x 90’.

#18225

$449.95

Elliott and Sons Supply
While it is a freelanced structure, the Elliott & Sons Supply was based upon a tomato
packing house in Florida. The kit features laser-cut basswood, cardstock and plywood;
tabbed, easy construction; loads of Detail Castings; laser-cut, self-sticking shingles &
sashes; laser-etched nail holes; optional skylights; and a scale 40’ x 60’ Footprint.

#18106

P O Box 856
Elkins, WV 26241
Phone:
Fax:

304-637-4510
304-637-4506

$ 229.95

www.btsrr.com
Shipping - $5.00/order in the US

All Scale Catalog - $5.00

Celebrating over 29 Years of Service since 1979

Ragg’s...To Riches?

SPOUT RAISES,
LOWERS, AND
TELESCOPES

(570) 376-2025
www.raggstoriches.biz

new!!
E!!
O-SCAL

NOW SHIPPING!

Simply the finest laser cut kits you can buy!

DURANGO’S
sand TOWER

(S-SCALE MODEL
SHOWN)

OURAY’S 2-STALL ENGINE HOUSE

o-scale: $150

DEPOT DETAIL
SET
O (54 PARTS): $65

East Gary
Car Co.

Roscoe’s Model
Structures

Dept OST
3828 St. Joseph Ct
Lake Station IN 46405

www.roscoesmodelstructures.com

Realistic Cast Hydrocal
Building Kits

They’re Back!
Former Indianapolis Car Company sides
are now available from new tooling.
Parts #100 & #200
$3.00 each

Orders under $50 please add $4.50 for postage and
handling. SASE for updated list.

BRUMMY’S
PREMIUM GROUND

RUBBER BALLAST
Scale or Hi-Rail Size:
Limestone White, Gray New
Earth Colors! (All sizes) Dry Dirt,
Rich Dirt (Darker), Sand Box
Beige (Brighter) Coal - All Sizes.

Features:

• Decal Signage
• Laser Cut Plywood or Resin Cast Doors & Windows
• Details from Sodders, Westport Model, Grandt Line
& Evan Designs
• Free Shipping in Continental U.S.
Kit shown is “Roscoe’s Ribs”; Cat# TW-41 — $54.95

See our website for other kits or
call us at 414-852-4977

Craftsman Grade Products & Services
Repairs - Sales - Installations
DCC: NCE Corp • Lenz® • SoundTraxx™
Figures: Arttista • Woodland Scenics®
Buildings: Western Scale Models
Banta Modelworks • Micro-Scale Models
ModelTech Studios • Berkshire Valley
plus Couplers • Wood & Styrene • Tools
Shows In MA, MD, NY, OH, PA , RI
Call Ahead - Orders can be delivered to all show locations

WE NOW TAKE VISA, M/C, and AMEX

Credit Cards • Special & Mail Orders
Standard & Narrow Gauges

Phone: 330-825-3673
Fax: 330-825-0214

Cr u sa d e r

email: Dbrumagin4@netscape.net

5920 Houghton St., Phila. Pa. 19128
215-482-7530 crusaderrail@verizon.net

200 23rd St. NW • Barberton, OH 44203
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R A I L

S E R V I C E S

Working/Shifting Valve Gear
Tom Mix, Capt., USMC Ret.

Sometime in the 1970s, an O Scale builder wrote an article in Model Railroader about his scratchbuilt steam engine
for which he made a simple method to shift the valve gear
into the proper position for forward and reverse travel of the
engine. He made the statement: “It has always bothered me
to see an engine moving in reverse when the valve gear was
set for forward travel.” While constructing a Burlington 2-104, I remembered that article but could only recall the basic
setup, so I did some experimenting with the method this
author used.
Photo 1 shows an assembly made up using a 2-56 screw
as the method to move a pin back and forth when the main
drive motor is set to forward or reverse. This pin had a rod
connection that went forward to the loco reverse shaft. I had
built the Baker valve gear assembly from both scratchbuilt

and commercial parts to properly function. I couldn’t see
how Baker valve gear really worked until I made this shifting
unit to move the reverse shaft back and forth and then the
light went off… “Dang! That’s how it’s done!”
This unit is set up in a fixed position between the main
drive motor and the axle gearbox. As power is fed, the
motor begins to turn but the loco is stationary until the
threaded pin assembly slowly reaches the stop point; then
the engine begins to move with the valve gear properly
positioned. From the photo I hope you can see the principle
of this action. In the photo the pin is positioned at the midpoint. The assembly is 1-3⁄4” long and 1⁄2” high. Worked
like a charm, in one direction only.
Going forward was okay but when stopping the engine,
then setting the power to reverse, the engine would directly
move in that direction without resetting the valve gear
because the shifter pin assembly wouldn’t release right
away. But it would release as the engine was moving which
caused the loco to suddenly stop, the valve gear changed
position, then it took off again. This was not prototypical.
But stopping the engine, and setting the power for the forward direction, that shifter moved the valve gear into the
correct position and it would move off. That was prototype.
I tried using a lubricant where the two contact points met
the threaded pin assembly but operation was sporadic;
sometimes it moved properly and sometimes it didn’t. I put
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a lot of work into the unit; it even has ball bearings for the
drive shafts. But why it easily released in one direction and
not the other needs some more experimenting.
There had to be a better way. One that will work properly
each and every time without fail, and be sturdy enough for
years of service. I had a Grandt C-16/Shay gear drive unit
that I bought while building in On3, but never used. It has a
tiny precision motor, gear reduction, and is finely made. As
shown in Photo 2 (valve gear in forward position) and Photo
3 (in reverse), I made a lever to attach to what was normally
the geared drive axle and this lever moved the attached

time. I have gone over to DCC control and this will work as
each motor has its own decoder. When programmed the
Grandt gear unit moves the valve gear and power reverse
slowly into position that looks almost prototype. Switch to
the main motor decoder and the loco ponderously begins to
move. That 2-10-4 is not finished yet but the valve gear will
shift quite nicely without fail!
I always have several projects going at the same time,
so another loco under construction is a Burlington class B1
4-8-2 and another shifter was required. I did more experimenting with small Sagami motors, flywheels, and different gearboxes, all trying to fit into available space. Nothing
worked as the power required to move the gears made the
shift too rapid, sort of slam-bang! I have purchased a couple
of precision motors from “Motorman” and like them very
much. He carries many sizes and an e-mail request brought
a very small (read tiny) motor with a gear head for reduction (Photo 5). To reduce the movement speed even further,
I used a worm gear drive from the parts box. This also has
the benefit of locking the reverse shaft when in position as

rod forward to the reverse shaft. This motor will stall when
reaching full travel in either direction. In Photo 4 you can
see that the scratchbuilt Barco power reverse also moves
with the reverse shaft. Also note that the connecting pin is
not in place. This setup works great and without fail. But you
can see the problem with this unit; you can’t use it with traditional DC control as both motors will operate at the same

the Walschaert reverse link movement back and forth transfers that wiggle movement up into the reverse shaft by the
linkage. This doesn’t look prototypical at all, so the locked
worm gear prevents that wiggle.
Photo 6 shows the radius rod (the long horizontal one) in
the top of the reverse link which is in engine reverse position. Photo 7 shows the radius rod in the bottom position
which is forward. Sort of like low gear in an auto. Between
the bottom and up travel to the center of the reverse link
(neutral) are different settings used by prototype steamers for
power and the economical use of steam. We do the same
when shifting the transmission in our cars.
This setup is still being worked on, but so far it works just
fine. Note that in the mounting for the shifter motor, I have
made provision to install its decoder underneath the motor.
Also, that mounting frame looks a little wimpy; so I will
solder some side bracing to stiffen everything for gear movement. The mounting block for the round gear will have pin
stops for the fore and aft swing of the lever. These will also
be the stall points for the gear motor.
With a decoder powered shifter, it is even possible to set
the valve gear to neutral when the engine is stopped. How’s
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that for simulation of prototype operations?
Some clarification might be appropriate here. The operation of the first shifter was straight forward: it was either in
position for forward movement of the engine or reverse;
that’s the only way it could work. But not so with the
decoder driven shifter motors. The position of the valve gear
on the 2-10-4 and 4-8-2 has nothing to do with the direction the loco may be traveling. Mechanically the loco could
care less whether the model valve gear was set to forward or
reverse. It will move in the direction the main drive decoder
tells it to. Everything works fine, but it may look funny if the
engine is moving west but the valve gear is set to go east.

I have read about a cam mechanism that will shift the
valve gear each time the loco starts in either direction.
Sort of “click” and it’s moved. But I don’t understand the
mechanics of this method. How does the cam keep from
noisily clicking away as the engine moves down the track?
I would be interested in hearing from others who have
built methods to shift valve gear. In attempting to operate in
a prototype manner, this is an interesting subject. Another
interesting subject to think about is installing two speakers
in a steam engine to better recreate that sound we like and
remember. But that’s another story.		
u

Beaver Creek Station
laser cut wood, the industries finest plaster castings, reasonably easy assembly...
overall footprint is 6 1/2” x 10”
#6040 O scale $89.95

www.bantamodelworks.com

421 Hopkins Road
Dummerston, VT
05301
800-653-8214
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Traction Action
Roger C. Parker
Learning from the Loop at Boston’s Government Center
Module idea based on Boston prototype offers operating
flexibility and scenic opportunities.
As mentioned in a previous column, Boston is the land
of streetcar loops. Loops are used to reverse single-ended
streetcars at terminals as well as numerous turn-back locations. Turn-backs permit trains to reverse direction without
continuing to the next terminal. They’re also used to remove
out-of-service cars from trains.
One of Boston’s most fascinating loops is at the Government Center station, which replaced the famous—or infamous—Scollay Square station.
What makes Boston’s Government Center so fascinating is
that the station is built around two loops, permitting trains in
either direction to reverse themselves! Not only is this interesting in itself, but it provides inspiration for modules and
numerous scenic opportunities.
Operations at Government Center
Government Center is an interchange point on the MBTA’s
Green Line, i.e., the original Central Subway. Government
Center is the interchange point between the Green Line
streetcars and the Blue Line subway to the airport, located on
a lower level. As a result, it’s one of the busiest stations.
As shown by the track plan (Fig. 1), most of the Green
Line’s Government Center station consists of trackage hidden in tunnels. The station, itself, occupies a triangular area.
There are escalators leading to the street, and a stairway
leading down to the Blue Line tunnels.
The Government Center station offers Green Line trains

Fig. 1

• Outbound reverse: Trains from Park Street can reverse
direction, proceed around the hidden loop, and return to
Park Street.
• Inbound reverse: Trains from North Station and Lechmere can pause on the outbound layover track before returning to North Station and Lechmere. The outbound layover
track is also used to store cars for traffic peaks after concerts
and sporting events at North Station (for generations known
as the Boston Garden).
Few turnouts needed
Although the track arrangement offers plenty of operating flexibility, the entire operation only requires just four
turnouts. Just two manual, or powered, turnouts determine
whether inbound or outbound trains will pass through the
station, or reverse direction, after passing through two spring
turnouts.
This four-turnout trackplan simplifies laying track and adding the overhead. It also simplifies module set-up at group
events or at home.
Module opportunities
The inbound and outbound loops at Government Center
can be easily adapted to modules for home or traveling layouts. If you build the module to East Penn standards you can
attach your model to modules brought by other modelers.
Download the standards at [www.eastpenn.org].
The module’s potential really takes off when you add a
simple diagonal view block that divides the module into separate left and right-hand scenes. With a view block in place,
you can create two separate viewing areas, each with its own
station scene (Fig. 2).
Although the two stations are actually quite close to each
other, they would appear to be miles apart since operators

Fig. 2

three options:
• Normal: Inbound (i.e., trains heading to Park Street Station) and outbound trains (heading for the Lechmere terminal) can proceed directly through the station.
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and spectators would only see one station at a time. Placing
the viewblock at a slight angle would enhance its effectiveness by increasing scenery opportunities on both sides,
compared to placing the view block at a 90 degree angle.
The view block could be as tall as desired and as appropriate for easy transporting from home to club shows.
For maximum flexibility, I would create an urban setting
on the left and a suburban, or rural setting on the right. The
urban scene could be modeled on three levels. The highest
level would be an elevated road station, the middle level
would be a street scene, and the lowest level would be the
operating level. Stairways would link the non-operating
elevated railroad station with the street and the operating
level below. Apartments could be modeled as building
flats on the viewblock, or, simply painted on the side of the
viewblock.
For maximum impact, the station on the right of the
module would represent a suburban transfer station or a
rural setting. The right side of the viewblock would be modeled as a hillside, with tunnel portals, or a deep cut, providing a transition to the other side of the module.
In an age where time, money, and space are at a premium, traction modules represent an alternative to complexity and expense. As this module, based on Boston’s
Government Center station shows, a great deal of operating
flexibility and scenic impact can be created with just four
turnouts in about 24 square feet!		
u
Etched brass numbers SP-style, MSRP: $15.

More brass numbers coming soon!

NEW from SILFLOR®,
Buffalo Grass Tufts... These new tufts have young
seasonal tone grasses growing at the base with last years
longer dead and dry growth sprouting from the center.
Tufts are mounted on an invisible base using the secret
SILFLOR® process that causes the tuft to stand up and
feather outward. Tufts may be placed individually or
peeled off in random clusters.

The Irish
Tracklayer

175 Sheffield Dr, #100, Delmont PA 15626 • 724-468-3106

Order On-Line: www.scenicexpress.com

2682 W. Palo Alto Ave
Fresno CA 93771
www.irishtracklayer.com

© 2008 Gorilla Glue Company SF6HD2

Field parts for your interlocking tower: pipe
carriers, crank stands and cranks. Visit our
web site for details.

FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH.™
1-800-966-3458 WWW.GORILLATOUGH.COM
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Two Quick Projects 		
Project 1: Steel Key Stock for Car Weights
Steel key stock is a great material to add weight to cars,
especially flats and gondolas.
It is readily available in one foot lengths at your neighborhood hardware store or home improvement center. It is easy
to cut, drill and tap. Useful sizes for O Scale are 3/16”, 1/4”,
5/16” and 3/8” square bars. Half-inch square stock is also
available, but usually not in one foot lengths (Photo 1).

1

Ron Gribler
2

3

4

The density of steel is 0.283 pounds/cubic inch which
equates to 4.528 ounces/cubic inch. The following table lists
the weight of various lengths of each of the key stock sizes.
Key stock Size 3/16”
1/4”
5/16”
3/8”
1/2”
Length Inches	Ounces	Ounces	Ounces	Ounces	Ounces
1
0.16
0.28
0.44
0.64
1.13
2
0.32
0.57
0.88
1.27
2.26
3
0.48
0.85
1.33
1.91
3.40
4
0.64
1.13
1.77
2.55
4.53
5
0.80
1.42
2.21
3.18
5.66
6
0.96
1.70
2.65
3.82
6.79
7
1.11
1.98
3.10
4.46
7.92
8
1.27
2.26
3.54
5.09
9.06
9
1.43
2.55
3.98
5.73
10.19
10
1.59
2.83
4.42
6.37
11.32
11
1.75
3.11
4.86
7.00
12.45
12
1.91
3.40
5.31
7.64
13.58

Key stock can be used for centersills. Lengths of it can be
used to reinforce corners (and for adding weight). Pieces of it
can be hidden along the inner sides or ends or cars. Here are
some examples of applications:
This is a shortened Atlas gondola with quarter-inch bars
at the edge of the underframe and short lengths at each end
of the centersill (Photo 2).
This scratchbuilt gondola has a quarter-inch square key
stock centersill located between the truck bolsters (Photo 3).
This scratchbuilt gondola underframe has a full-length
quarter-inch centersill which has been drilled & tapped for
the truck mounting screws (Photo 4).
Project 2: Wabash Gondola
This project started as an Atlas gondola (Photo 5). The
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5

6

paint was removed after soaking in brake fluid. The steps
were cut off and the molded-on grab irons and the round
ladder-mounting bosses were shaved off. The car ends were
cut off flush with the floor and inner edge of the sides. These
openings were then smoothed with a file. Two cuts were
made through the sides and floor. These were located at the

7

first rib from either side of the centerline of the car. One section of the underframe was removed at each end of the open
section. Each end of the scribed sub-floor was cut between
the 7th & 8th board (Photo 6).
After carefully squaring the cut sides and floors, the two
sections of the body were glued together using liquid plastic
adhesive. The three center cross members of the underframe
were shortened a quarter of an inch on each side. The three
sections of the underframe and sub-floor were glued together
and then glued to the floor of the car. A four inch length of
quarter-inch square steel key stock was attached with CA to
each side of the underframe at the center of the car. A 1.375”
length of the key stock was glued inboard of each bolster. The
key stock sections add over three ounces to the car’s weight.
A four inch length of 1/8” square styrene was glued to the side
above the steel key stock against the side (Photo 7).
The ends were cut from stamped brass boxcar ends and

8

were drilled for the grabirons. After the grabirons were soldered on, the ends were attached to the car with CA. Styrene
strips were added for the top flanges. Another styrene strip
was added to each side’s top flange to provide additional
stiffness.
The interior of the sides were detailed with styrene strips
embossed with rivets. These are located opposite each side
rib and are in two sizes to match the width of the ribs. The
sides were drilled for the grabirons and steps. Grabirons
were also installed on the end sills. The original brake wheel
assembly was glued to the end. Kadee® coupler boxes were
added. Cut levers were formed from 0.020” brass wire and
installed (Photo 8).
After painting and decaling, a coat of Testers Dullcote was
added. The original trucks are used with steel wheelsets.
While this car does not have a prototype, it is an eye-catcher
with its billboard-sized lettering. 			
u

11 Years in business specializing in DCC & Sound!
Battery & Track Powered
O • On30 • On3 • Fn3 • G • #1
6997 CR 5, Ridgway CO 81432 • 970-626-3733
www.rgsrrhobbies.com

Precision Turntables for the Discerning Modeler
FEATURING PRO-DEXTM INFRA-RED POSITIONING & DYNAMIC BRAKING
Now it’s easy & exciting to operate
prototypically: 1. Select direction
2. Push run button 3. Watch bridge
advance to any of 48 positions, then
slow & lock on desired track when
you release button!

AAA PRECISION
TURNTABLES

•
•
•
•

Heavy-duty museum-quality construction
Realistic operation!
Painted and ready to run
Manufactured in all scales from Z to G
and all bridge sizes on a per order basis
• Mfg in U.S.A. by skilled machinists using
CNC precision parts. Hand assembled & tested
• Call for specs or visit our website

PO Box 64, Plantsville, CT 06479, USA
1-800-569-1423 • www.AAATurntables.com
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TM

GG-1 Girl’s Passenger Set
Item No. 00308 • $499.95
In 1957, Lionel® produced girls’ train sets just as the women’s
liberation movement was gaining steam. They met with some
resistance from women who said “Why can’t girls play with the
same trains as boys?” This resulted in less than spectacular sales,
and many sets are rumored to have been repainted black by
service stations to liquidate the leftover stock.
Times have changed and it’s OK for girls to wear pink again, and
so can the trains! We are pleased to offer an all-new Pink GG-1
set, which makes the perfect gift for daughters, granddaughters,
and wives. But, don’t forget to order one for your collection.

Shipping Autumn 2008
Set Includes:
1 No. 2360 Pink GG-1
1 No. 2600 Baggage
1 No. 2605 Pullman
1 No. 2606 Pullman
1 No. 2607 Observation

Passenger Car Features:
• car length 15.5" height 3.25"
• durable ABS plastic shell
• die-cast 6 wheel trucks
• silhouette window strips
• die-cast operating couplers
• illuminated with 2 lights per car
• observation car has rear platform
and awning

Locomotive Features:
• length 14" height 4"
• powered by dual can motors
• flywheel coasting action
• all metal gears
• electronic 6-amp reverse board
• True Blast II digital horn and bell
• die-cast body, trucks, truck sides, and pilots
• die-cast operating couplers
• twin manually-operated pantographs
• dual headlights and illuminated marker lenses
• separately applied stamped metal ladders
TM

Lionel® is a registered trademark of Lionel LLC

Bachmann Industries, Inc. • 1400 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA • www.bachmanntrains.com
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End of the line…
When this column was first proposed several years
ago, notes and ideas were jotted down on a dinner
napkin after a phone call from the publisher. Charged
with the idea of having a column devoted to a hobbyist
transitioning over to 2-Rail scale modeling, this hobo
came to write about his transition and other information that he gleaned from his experiences and travels.
The column was meant to be informative, challenging,
controversial, and encouraging for those contemplating
scale modeling. It was an attempt to show how easy it
is today to enter the realm of 2-Rail O Scale.
Some read the column with appreciation and interest. Some found the column to be offensive and degrading. Scale hobbyists tended to ignore the column
because of the use of the term “Hi-Rail” which they
associated with 3-Rail trains. Some Hi-Rail readers
found the column to be bothersome in that they were
quite content with their level of modeling and really
didn’t want to convert to scale 2-Rail. They tended to
see hobo apologizing for the third rail which was not
his intention. So when all was said and done, Hobo’s
writing did accomplish one of the goals: it came across
as being controversial.
However, the hobby is bigger than all of this. And,
OST is certainly bigger than all of this combined. In
the larger scheme of things we have decided that this
will be Hobo’s final column. The big picture is that our
magazine is dedicated to and celebrates the art of 1:48
modeling. That is our goal… period.
Hobo has learned a lot over the years that he will
attempt to share with you in his concluding comments.
Please read on:
There is no right or wrong way to pursue the hobby.
Hobbyists have many modeling choices today. You simply have to choose what you want to do. If you model
a Hi-Rail layout with scale models, extensive scenery
and lots of details, that is great. If your choice is a scale
2-Rail layout with a point-to-point terminal with little
or no scenery, that is great, too. Even if you prefer to
be an armchair operator with no layout and have cases
of beautiful brass “shelf queens” hanging on the walls,
that is OK. If you haven’t purchased your first loco yet
because the manufacturer missed a couple of rivets,

that’s all right too! It is your choice. Do what gives you
satisfaction.
Scale modeling is scale modeling. If you are modeling in scale, it really doesn’t matter how many rails
you have. This hobo has seen some pretty spectacular
layouts with full scenery and details that looked very
realistic. Some had two rails, some had three rails, and
some had both two rails and three rails. To be honest,
sometimes they were so well done you didn’t even consider how many rails were in the track!
This is a big tent. As mentioned before, the scale railroad modeling tent is quite large and takes into account
several venues, including everything from Hi-Rail,
3-Rail, 3-Rail Scale, Stud Rail, Scale 2-Rail, Traction,
On30, and Proto 48. Everybody shares the ideas and
goals of fidelity to prototype. Each group defines their
comfort level of perfection and detail. Each individual
decides what modeling level is obtainable and acceptable to him/her. That is the nuts and bolts of this hobby.
That is what fuels the passion.
Observe the thin, gray line. In recent years, the line
between scale Hi-rail and scale 2-Rail has continuously
gotten thinner. As manufacturers moved in the direction of more details and scale products, the availability
of new products encouraged a hobbyist to get involved
with the great scale movement. It is no longer a simple
matter of toy trains vs. scale trains, as many levels of
products are readily available on today’s market and are
offered as scale versions ready to run right out of the
box.
Don’t shoot the messenger. This column was always
meant to be informative. I have always maintained my
friends on both sides of the track regardless of the number of rails. It does appear however, that I was unfortunately always on the wrong side of the tracks. This effort
has been an attempt to encourage and promote great
modeling. Enjoy your choices.
As this old hobo catches the last train out of the yard
and rides it off into the golden sunset he calls out one
last time: “Y’all enjoy the hobby and just have fun!”
(Even if a certain aspect of the hobby isn’t your cup of
tea, as Hobo has shown us, there is always something to
learn. We at O Scale Trains Magazine extend our appreciation and wish Hobo well on his journeys.-Ed.)
u
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www.modelbuildingservices.com

Are You
Expired?
Your subscription
expiration is now
printed on your
mailing label!
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Coal Mine by K&P Brick & Building Co.

Model Building
Services

Models built by Stu Gralnik
264 Marret Rd • Lexington MA 02421
Ph: 781-860-0554
stu@modelbuildingservices.com

Assembled buildings
from any manufacturer’s kit.
Kitbashed, painted and
detailed...
“Just Like Real!”

Researching the Prototype
A recent passenger car project left me in the mood to start
work (finally) on a set of old Kasiner fluted side passenger cars
that I had collected over the years and stored in their partially
assembled state on a display shelf. It had been my intention
since the start to build and detail these cars to represent the
Frisco streamlined passenger equipment built by Pullman
Standard. Actually the location and purchase of two sets of
Microscale O Scale decal sets for the Frisco E-8s brought this
project from the “Around to it Bowl” to the workbench.
With excuses laid by, it was now time to locate my old
research information (photos, notes, etc.) and start the search
for any new data available. It has been my intention to organize my magazine and book collections onto an easy to locate
shelving system around the perimeter of the layout. This project is currently 80% complete and I’m finding books, magazines and O Scale parts that had become misplaced in the
organized confusion over the years.
Starting the new reference search, Google and the Internet
yielded good results. Some of the web sites appeared familiar
with new information and photos posted. Then, I remembered
looking at a book during the 2007 Indy convention of passenger equipment of the Southwestern railroads that had builder’s
photos of the Frisco streamlined cars, which I didn’t purchase.
Well hindsight is said to be 20/20 vision, but I will be looking
for the same book at East Wind ‘08.
Getting started, with nine different kits on hand, it was
decided that the streamlined RPO car would be the first project with a coach and baggage-coach combine to follow. At
least we can operate local passenger service until the crosscountry train is completed. The Frisco RPO # 251 Normandy
is a Pullman Standard design of the 60 feet plus type (photos
only to work from). With two Kasiner kits to choose from,
the Shorty 56 scale feet or a longer 84 foot version. I choose
to use the Shorty. Although too short to be an exact match, I
believe the completed car will capture the feel and look of the
prototype.
Construction started with the basic assembly of the kit. I
decided to add external details to best represent the prototype car. The fabrication of new ends from styrene and the
installation of Kiel Line detail parts were a must, as well as
the replacement of the underbody wood parts with scratchbuilt styrene components. This is where I started running into
problems. The photos I had were not that sharp in showing
the details of the underbody or car ends. Back to the library, I

found several good photographs and drawings of various passenger cars in many of the 1950’s issues of Railroad Model
Craftsman. This information helped but I was still undecided
as to how everything on the underside of this car worked and
should be positioned.
Time for a change of pace to clear the mind. A trip to the
local Radio Shack for lighting components was in order. The
route to the store just happens to go by a private collection of
prototype rail equipment, including a Southern streamlined
coach, all of which I had forgotten about until I drove by. After
doing a U-Turn on the 4-Lane (no police in sight), I parked
at the exhibit and walked up to the fence around the coach.
Within a matter of minutes of looking at the details of the
coach (no camera or tape measure), I had answers to my problems concerning the RPO model. When in doubt, there’s nothing like the real thing to get you going again. I’ll not get into
what problems I encountered as it may create cause for alarm.
The moral to this story would be when building a model of
a prototype, sometimes it helps to see the real thing. Working
from a set of plans or scale drawings is certainly the way to go.
Photographs give us the ability to view equipment that is no
longer around and in certain cases dimensions and other construction methods can be determined from the photos. Having
access to a prototype car is in itself an opportunity that should
not be overlooked.
By just looking at this Southern coach, it was easy to see
many construction details that you can’t see in photographs or
scale drawings; how the real fluting and panels were installed,
how the ends were assembled and the diaphragms installed
and how they operated. This coach being built by Pullman
Standard, it seemed logical that the underbody compartments
and appliances were standard items used by P.S. and only their
placement varied from car type to special order versions.
My hat is off to the scratchbuilders in O Scale. I only wish
that I had the time to devote to an exact quarter-inch scale
model of a prototype locomotive or car. Until that day we’ll be
content to kitbash and detail, expand and organize our library
and add notes and photos from our travels. You never know
when the urge to build that special engine or car you remember from years gone by will strike. Until the next time, “Keep
u
em on the rail.”					
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Sumpter
Valley
Depot
135 NW Greeley Avenue,
Bend OR 97701

Specializing in O Scale 2-rail
model trains since 1985
● We buy or consign brass model
collections
● Model reservations gladly
accepted
● Prompt, courteous service
●

BF&M
Baldwin Forge & Machine
Box 5, Baldwin MD 21013
How can we help you? Custom machine
work, 3-R to 2-R conversions for steam,
diesel or electric. Driver castings
machined. General repairs to O Scale locomotives. Call Joe, evenings 7 to 9 PM.

410-592-5275 or rrjjf@aol.com

Exclusive

Check our website for latest
O Scale Listings

Special Runs

www.sumptervalley.com
trainman@callatg.com
Tel: 541/382-3413
Fax:541/389-7237
Hours:
Mon. thru Fri 8:30 AM - 5PM
and sometimes on Saturdays

Deichman’s Depot
ATLAS O Scale 2-Rail

3513-1 WM SD-40 Cab #7445
$407.75
3518-1 Conrail Saving Bond SD-40
Gold Cab #6300
407.75
0459-1 D&H RS-3 Cab #4110
195.45
0464-1 Reading RS-3 Cab #488
195.45
7374 WM GATX Airslide Hopper
50.95
7363 Chessie Airslide Hopper
49.25
7462 Reading USRA Box
45.00
7487 RF&P Steel Re-built Box
49.25
7519 Bend Mill Works 53' Evans Box
55.20
7521 MN&S53' Evans Box
55.20
7631 Chessie Caboose
63.70
7635 RF&P Caboose
63.70
7660 N&W Caboose
62.00
7767 NS 55T Fishbelly Hopper
46.70
7780 PCMOW H21a Hopper
55.20
7781 Virginia H21a Hopper
55.20
7974 Southern 89' Flat Car
63.70
Misc. Forty Foot Trailers
28.00
9019 Southern Star 36' Reefer
53.50
9103 Merchants Biscuit 40' Reefer
53.50
9403 NH 50' PS-1 Box
55.20
9774 B&OX-29 Box
55.20

Deichman’s Depot

110 Ivyside Dr, York PA 17402
Ph: 717-755-1108 • Fax: 717-840-9650
deichmansdepot@comcast.net
www.deichmansdepot.com
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NYC Pacemaker AAR
Boxcar
3-Rail (8582) 2-Rail (9582)

$55.95*

$59.95*

*Shipping: $6.95 for 1 car
$1.00 for each additional car
Additional Atlas O Special Runs Coming Soon:
Bewind Coal 55 Ton Coal Hopper
PRR Anchor Lines 40’ Wood Reefer
NYC X-29 Box Car

PayPal

Paciﬁc Fruit Express
53’6” Exchange Reefer
3-Rail (3001010) 2-Rail (3001020)

$65.95*

$69.95*

All items shown are available in four road numbers

am-hobbies.com

6 Delmar Ridge Drive • Wellsboro, PA 16901
(570) 723-1824 amhobbies2@hotmail.com

Paint Caddy.
Here is a great addition to the workbench and it’s easy
to make. I do three or four projects at a time. This sometimes causes confusion and problems in looking for tools
and materials. At the moment, I am painting figures. To
help keep my paint and brushes together I made a Paint
Caddy.
Cut two pieces of 1/2” MDF (or similar material) about
8” x 4-3/4”. Then cut two more pieces 4-3/4” x 1/2” for
spacers. Drill or cut various sized holes for paint bottles and
brushes in one of the 8” pieces. This is now the top and the
other 8” piece is the bottom.
Glue the top to the bottom with the 1/2” spacers in
between (Photo 1). Load it up with your favorite paints and
brushes (Photo 2).
Now, I no longer get frustrated looking for the right brushes
and paints. Of course, the caddy idea can be adapted for any
u
project.						

2

1
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Custom Building, Repair & Painting Services Available

Buy-Sell-Trade, Consignments-Appraisals, eBay Sales

Website: www.alleghenyscale.com • Email: oscale@alleghenyscale.com
470 Schooley’s Mountain Road, Suite 8-117, Hackettstown, New Jersey 07840 • Voice - (908) 684-2070 • Fax - (908) 684-8911
Steam
USH AT&SF 2-10-4 UP New, Assembled, Late Run ........................................................$1,595
USH AT&SF 4-8-4 UP New, Assembled, Late Run......................................................... $1,395
OMI B&O S-1 2-10-2 UP New, OMI O147, Road Pilot, Overfire Jets......................... $1,350
SS 3rd Rail CP T1c Selkirk 2-10-4 FP Mint, 2 Rail, Road No. 5935............................. $1,395
Weaver NH I5 4-6-4 FP Mint, 2 Rail, Late Version, Script Lettering ....................... $1,095
Westside NYC J1e Hudson 4-6-4 UP Mint, Never Assembled..................................$1,495
Westside NYC J3a Hudson 4-6-4 UP New, As Built Version.......................................$1,495
USH PRR 210P75 Tender for M1a UP New............................................................................$325
SS PRR 210F82a Welded Tender CP New, Earlier Sunset 2R, 8 Wheel Trucks........$395
Weaver PRR A5s 0-4-0 FP New, Late Version, 1 of 12......................................................$695
OMI PRR HH1 2-8-8-2 CP New, Test Run, 1 of 10 ........................................................... $2,595
USH PRR I1sa 2-10-0 UP Mint, Late Run, New Correct Driver Tires.........................$1,495
Westside PRR J1a 2-10-4 UP New ........................................................................................ $1,695
USH PRR L1s 2-8-2 UP Mint, Never Opened, Collector Grade, Late Run...............$1,195
WSM PRR M1 4-8-2 UP L/N, No Backhead Detail, PSC Detail Kit................................$975
WSM PRR M1 4-8-2 UP New, Last Run, Silver and Black Label ................................ $1,395
Max Gray PRR M1a 4-8-2 UP New, 210p75 Tender, Late Run.....................................$1,195
USH PRR M1a 4-8-2 UP V/G, 210p75 Tender........................................................................$850
USH PRR M1a 4-8-2 CP New, Lou Boyd Custom Upgrade, Exquisite .................... $1,650
OMI PRR M1b 4-8-2 UP Mint, 210p75 Tender w/Antenna.......................................... $2,495
OMI PRR M1b 4-8-2 FP Mint, 210p75 Tender w/Antenna, No. 6753....................... $2,595
Max Gray PRR N1s 2-10-2 CP New, McCafferty Paint and Weathering................. $1,695
WSM PRR Q2 4-4-6-4 UP New, KTM Japan.......................................................................$2,195
Sunnyside PRR T1 4-4-4-4 FP Mint, Never Assembled, Modified Version.........$4,895
OMI RDG T1 4-8-4 UP Mint, W/Decals, OMI 0150 ......................................................... $1,695
PSC SP AC-12 Cab Forward 4-8-8-2 FP New, Road No. 4294, Samhongsa..........$4,895
GPM SP M6 2-6-0 FP Mint, Postwar Version, GPM No. 1744.2 ............................. Reserve
Sunset UP Early Challenger 4-6-6-4 CP EX, Cockerham Drive, Road No. 3939 $2,395
Key UP FEF-3 4-8-4 FP V/G, Early Excursion, No. 8444, 1 of 10................................$2,395
Sunset UP 9000 Class 4-12-2 UP New................................................................................ $1,350
OMI WM I-2 Decapod 2-10-0 FP L/N, OMI No. 0189.1...................................................$1,795
Diesel
Oriental ALCO C-420 High Hood Phase II UP New, High Adhesion Trucks ............$750
OMI ALCO FA-1 UP New, OMI 0356, w/o Dynamic Brakes (2 Available)...................$595
OMI ALCO FB-1 UP New, OMI 0358, w/o Dynamic Brakes.............................................$595
OMI ALCO FA-2 UP New, OMI 0396, w/ Dynamic Brakes (2 Available).....................$595
OMI ALCO RS-11 High Hood UP New, OMI 0206, w/ Dynamic Brakes......................$695
OMI AT&SF EMD SD75M FP New, Warbonnet, Lights, Road No. 221.....................$1,995
Oriental B&O EMD NW-2 Phase IV UP EX, Samhongsa ..................................................$595
OMI EMD E-8/9A UP New, OMI 0249, w/o Dynamic Brakes..........................................$695
OMI EMD F3A Phase III UP New, OMI 0290..........................................................................$595
OMI EMD F3B Phase II/III UP New, OMI 0291......................................................................$595
OMI EMD F3/F7A UP New, OMI 0292, F3 Phase IV - F7 Phase I/II (4 Avail.)..............$595
OMI EMD F3/F7B UP New, OMI 0293, F3 Phase IV - F7 Phase I/II (4 Avail.)..............$595
Oriental EMD GP-7 Standard Version UP New, Samhongsa .......................................$795
Oriental EMD GP-7 Passenger Version UP New, Roof Air Tanks, Samhongsa.......$795
Oriental EMD GP-9 Passenger Version UP New, Roof Air Tanks, Samhongsa ......$795
OMI EMD SD-9 Phase I UP New, OMI 0306, w/Dynamic Brakes .................................$795
Oriental EMD SW-1 Switcher UP New, Samhongsa, Phase III......................................$695
OMI FM H-10-44 w/Cab Overhang UP Mint, OMI No. 0433, NYC/NKP/PRR/Frisco$1,095
Sunset FM Trainmaster Phase IB UP Mint, Samhongsa..................................................$850
Red Cab NYC GP-9 Kit FP Mint, Lightning Stripe ..............................................................$250
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OMI PRR ALCO DL-600B High Hood UP New, w/Antennas, OMI No. 0210A..........$895
OMI PRR ALCO FA-2 CP New, w/Antennas, OMI No. 0393, Tower Drive ..................$895
OMI PRR ALCO FA-2 UP New, w/Antennas, OMI No. 0393, Tower Drive..................$895
OMI PRR ALCO FB-2 UP New, OMI No. 0397, Tower Drive (2 Available) ...................$895
OMI PRR BLW RF-16 Shark Noses A-B-A UP Mint, OMI Nos. 0425, 0426, 0425.. $2,995
Key PRR EMD F7 A-B Units FP L/N, 1st run, Brunswick Freight, Samhongsa......$1,795
OMI PRR P5a Electric - Box Cab UP Mint, OMI No. 0219, Last Run...........................$1,195
OMI PRR P5a Electric - Modified UP New, OMI No. 0237........................................... $1,095
OMI UP ALCO U-50-C UP New, OMI 0201 .........................................................................$1,195
OMI UP ALCO C-855-A UP New, OMI 0203 ...................................................................... $1,295
OMI UP ALCO C-855-B UP New, OMI 0204....................................................................... $1,295
OMI UP ALCO PA-1 UP New, OMI 0322, w/Dynamic Brakes (2 Available)...............$850
OMI UP Veranda Gas Turbine UP New, OMI 0218, Round Tender.......................... $1,895
Car Works CA&E Kuhlman Car UP New, Unpowered, Nos. 311-315 ..........................$500
Rolling Stock
Calumet PRR P70 Coach CP New, Custom Built Walthers Kit (3 Available)............$395
Sunset 3rd PRR P70 Coach FP New, w/Air, Different Road Nos. (4 Available) .......$250
PSC PRR Parlor Car “Queen Mary” UP New, PSC No. 15665..........................................$475
PSC PRR 8-1-2 Heavyweight Sleeper UP New,
PSC No. 15855-1, w/Air, Plan 3979A.....................................................................$425
PSC Pullman Troop Sleeper/Kitchen Cars UP New, PSC
Nos. 16331 and 16333 Available...........................................................................$295
Car Works Bucyrus Revolving Shovel UP New, Steam Powered, Straight Boom $595
OMI B&M Wood Caboose UP New, OMI No. 0078, Vertical Brake Staff...................$325
PSC REA Steel 50' Express Reefer UP New, Late Version,
PSC No. 15519 (2 Available) ....................................................................................$225
OMI CNJ NE Steel Caboose UP Mint, OMI No. 0722.........................................................$350
Div. Point N&W CF Class Wood Caboose FP New, Late Version..................................$425
CNJB PRR N5b Cabin Car w/Antenna UP New ...................................................................$325
ALCO PRR Wood N6a Cabin Car UP New, ALCO No. OX-124 ........................................ $175
OMI WM NE Steel Caboose UP New, OMI No. 0720.........................................................$295
PSC 40' Steel Reefer UP New, PSC Nos. 15517....................................................................$185
PSC 50' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC Nos. 15463, 15465, ................................................. $175
PSC 50' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC No. 15641, Double Doors, Murphy Roof........ $175
PSC 70 Ton Covered Hopper UP New, PSC No. 15547, 8 Hatches, Closed Side ....$195
PSC AAR 40' Steel Box Car UP New, PSC Nos. 15281, 15283 ......................................... $175
PSC ACF 70 Ton Covered Hopper UP New, PSC No. 15049, 10 Roof Hatches........ $175
PSC Composite Twin Hopper UP New, PSC No. 15009, 1942 Design ....................... $175
ALCO PRR (NYC) Greenville Well Flat Car UP New, ALCO No. OX-109.......................$225
OMI PRR (WAB) F39 Truc Train Flat Car UP New, OMI No. 0094 ..................................$250
Pac. Ltd. PRR H21 Quad Hopper UP Mint, PLTD No. PL-850 .........................................$275
KMW PRR Gla Twin Hopper UP Mint, S-Series w/ Scale Couplers, AB Brakes .......$375
KTM USA PRR K-8 42' Stock Car UP Mint, KTM USA No. 234, Rare .............................$425
PSC PRR X-28 Box Car UP PSC No. 15483.............................................................................. $175
PRB SP Greenville 70' 100 Ton Gondola FP New, PRB No. 4525B, FM Models.......$275
Max Gray Steel Chemical Tank Car UP New.......................................................................... $75
PSC Steel Twin Hopper UP New, PSC No. 15011, For Rollover Service .....................$225
KTM USA UP 50'6 Steel Gondola UP Mint, KTM USA No. 404, Drop Ends, Rare...$325
PSC USRA 55 Ton Twin Hopper UP Mint, PSC No. 15007............................................... $170
KMW PRR Gla, H21, H25 Hoppers, & GS Gons UP Mint,
Different Versions Available ...................................................................................Call
Mid Div PRR H21a Quad Hopper FP New, 2 Rail, Professionally Weathered
(8 Available).................................................................................................................... $55
Mid Div PRR X-29 Box Cars FP New, Different Versions, Lettering Schemes........... $55

OST#37 Best So Far
OST continues to showcase the best
of the hobby, with the last few issues
being among the best. The work of the
Vargas brothers is truly museum quality. The cover of Issue 37 is the best yet.
I look forward to seeing more of their
work, and in particular, that of Neil
Gibson’s layout. Some of their structure
building techniques would make excellent articles, if they are so inclined. I
look forward to each issue.
David Stewart (via email) Colorado
(www.aorailroad.com)
Back Issues Useful
While looking for layout plans and
ideas for my new layout, I came across
the Sept/Oct 2004 issue. The plan on
pages 10 & 11 is perfect, not just the
idea, but the size too. My room is three
to six inches larger. I started the benchwork last night. The industries may
change and the track will be handlaid,
but the track plan will go in as shown.
Thanks for a great magazine.
Richard Cooke (via e-mail)
GGD Pullman Corrections
Two corrections are needed for the
photo captions. Photo 2 of the Pullman
“Amsterdam” says it has “top equalizer” trucks. Like its prototype, it has
Pullman type 2411 bottom-equalizer
trucks. Photo 12 caption repeats the
caption for Photo 11. The caption for
Photo 12 should read: “The GGD Pullman was also fitted with Lobaugh topequalizer trucks, which are similar to
the prototype’s original trucks. Note the
replacement prism windows with dark
outlines.”
Best wishes, Ed Bommer (via e-mail)
Mike replies: No excuses offered Ed; I simply flubbed that one. My apologies and I
pledge to do better next time.
A Vote for Kit Building
Thank you for another fine magazine. I, like you, regard kit building and
scratchbuilding as the main reason why
I am in this hobby. During the Great
Depression there was still some activity in kit building as there was during
WWII when parts and materials were in
scarce supply, so your idea of returning
to kits is a sound one. Now if those kits
are being produced here in the US, it
is even a better idea. Nothing like local
sources to turn dollars into sounder
economic policy. You did a great job on
my article, as usual. It always gives me
a rush to see my stuff (properly edited)
in print. Thank you for this opportunity.
Tell Brian that another source of those

great chains and sprockets is [www.servolink.com]. They carry a nice variety of
sizes all at very affordable prices. I have
used these in several drive units with
great success.
Gerald Brothers (via e-mail)

What I really wish is that someone
would pick up the American Standard
line. I like building detailing and painting
the heavy weight passenger cars of my
memory, especially the ERIE Railroad.
Gerry Hiemer (via e-mail)

And Another
I cannot tell you when I have
enjoyed a model railroad magazine
more, nor when I have really read all of
one. I thank you for your efforts. I am
particularly interested in your comments
about scratchbuilding, kit building etc.
in your “Observations” comments. Back
in 1993 I completed the requirements
of the NMRA to become designated as
an MMR. Since then I have become the
seventh NMRA member to complete
all eleven of the NMRA Achievement
Program categories. Being retired, I
have the time to work on my current
railroad as much as I want. The abilities
I learned through working on the NMRA
Achievement Program now enable me
to scratchbuild what I want for my railroad, be it traction models, freight or
passenger cars, structures, signals and
even horse-drawn wagons. With all the
current great offerings in O Scale that
do not require any more than opening
the box and putting the model on the
layout, I hope that modelers will not
overlook the fun, enjoyment, and thrill
of completing a kit built or scratchbuild
model for their layouts. Please keep up
the great job you are doing on the magazine. I look forward to the next issue.
Jim Kellow, NMRA MMR (via e-mail)

And Yet Again
Having read your ”Observations”
page in the May issue I couldn’t agree
with you more as far as kits are concerned. The ”instant gratification” factor
is true throughout the hobby industry
nowadays. Young folks in particular
seem to have little or no interest in
building kits, whether they are trains,
boats or planes. The research and building skills learned in turning a kit into an
accurate replica can be a very rewarding and educational process. We would
all have a lot more time for kit building
(scratchbuilding too) if we would quit
watching the trash on network TV.
One suggestion for cost reduction:
Perhaps companys like Atlas could offer
their freight cars in kit form at reduced
prices. It would save on having them
assembled in China. All they would
have to do is to write up assembly
instructions to go with them. However,
the instruction sheets should be written
in the U.S. Some of the broken English
instructions I’ve seen with Chinese products just don’t make it. The magazine
continues to be great! I’m working on a
kitbash article to submit.
John Fryant (email)

One More Time
I really miss the availability of certain kits. Heavyweight passenger cars
are my favorite modeling subject. Yes, I
enjoy building the LaBelle wooden kits
and have many of their interurban and
steam road cars but there are no more
steel car kits. When American Standard
Car Co. sold to someone else there was
a promise of an expanded line of kits.
Then silence. I met Joe at the Indianapolis meet last year where I could only
find some baggage cars by American
Standard. I was looking for coaches and
Pullmans.
Golden Gate Depot and Weaver put
out a nice product ready-to-run and I
have several in service and more on
order. This limits the available prototypes to the Pennsylvania Railroad even
though they are available in many paint
schemes. My All Nation cars don’t stand
up in detail along side the other products I’ve mentioned.

And Finally...
I found your editorial on getting
back to building models most appropriate. I am a new subscriber, but not a
new model railroader. I go back to the
late Fifties for my first modeling efforts
with trains. I’m now somewhat amused
by the total availability of ready to run
everything. Not that it’s necessarily a
bad thing if handled judiciously, but if
allowed to become the way of having
a layout for most people it could have
the affect of turning model railroads
into generic “seen one ya seen them
all” displays without any real character
and individuality. The notion of ready
to run structures and model building
enterprises on the increase was unheard
of not that long ago. Now the craftsman
in each of us can sit back and just let
the Post Office deliver our railroad to us
Priority mail. I think your encouragement
of the masses to get back to researching
and building has a lot of merit lest we
develop into a point and click hobby. For
(continued on page 35)
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On3 wood freight car kits with
plastic and metal fittings.

CLASSIC MINIATURES
Wood and cardstock structures with
plastic and metal fittings.

462 Flagstop Station O... 5" x 6" x 4" ............39.98 36.00
401 Tower House O.. 10" x 7" x 12" .........179.99 161.98
The prototype
for the kit was
built at Clark’s,
near Campbell
Hall, NY on the
New York,
Ontario &
Western RR.

480

TRU-SCALE MODELS
Wood milled roadbed O & On3
For more info please send SSAE with 3
stamps. Specify scale.

Tru-Scale Models, Inc.
12874 County Rd 314B
Buena Vista, CO 81211-9102
719-395-8076
bktruscale@aol.com
www.troutcreekeng.com

480 The Creamery O.....12" x 7" x 5" .......199.98 179.98

Crow River Products O....Crafstman kits
Includes additional
walls to increase
the size of the
main building.
(Tree not
included)

305B

This kit consists of CRP 305 Sylvester
Supply Co. and the 305D Barrett &
Sharp Diorama Kit.
Includes 307
Stainless Steel
Industrial
Smoke Stack
and an
Eyebrow
Monitor for
roof detail

This kit makes an eye-popping diorama

305B Barrett and Sharp.16"x16" approx .....265.00 225.00

315

Twin Drum Hoisting
Winch O… The hoisting
unit is based on a unit
built by American Hoist
& Derrick. Although not
an exact replica of the
unit it's best features
are included in this
unpainted model kit.

Sale 62.60

O56

Electric Winch / Car
Puller O - 12.00

Bar Mills Models O.. Laser Wood Kits with details

934

944

934 Saulena's Tavern O.... 5 3/4" x 11" net 99.98
944 Majestic Hardwar & Feed O 9” x 12”net 169.98

Rusty Stumps.. HO Limited Edition Kits

K4502

The Fall Creek Freight Depot
is a laser cut craftsman kit.
22' x 46' Footprint 5-1/2x11-1/2

K4503
K4502 Backwoods Water Tower O .............net 79.95
K4503 Fall Creek Freight Depot O... ..........net 69.95

Downtown Deco.... O Limited Edition Hydrocal Kits
The two buildings, Johnny Stechino's &
Big Ed's, have a bit of something for everyone.

Vehicle and figures not included

40

40 Johnny Stechino's & Big Ed's O ......89.95 81.00
Add $6.00 S&H in 48 States • Others pay actual
postage cost • N.Y. residents add 8.25% sales tax.
(prices are subject to change w/o notice)

www.valleymodeltrains.com
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Now order online!

A comfortable,
convenient
cottage home
of six rooms,
with Tower

401

valleymodeltrains.com

Kit includes appropriate
signs and coal bin.

Passenger and Head End

Golden Gate..Head end 3 car sets..$359
12-1 Sleepers..SP, SF, PRR, Pullman, Erie, DLW..$99
Coachs..SP, Erie, Rdg, B&O, RG, C&O..PRR, PRSL..$99
80' Alum streamilners..SF, NYC..6 pk/$499, 2 pk/$249
SP 5 car alum set, or Articulated diner set..$525 ea
Weaver..B-60 Baggage..$75. RPO...$80
PRR, NYC, NH, Erie, UP, SF, CNJ, CN, N&W, others

Box Cars - 2 rail

Pecos River..SF, WAB, NYC, WM, NKP, SP..$35-$45
Atlas..40' Wood..B&M, B&O, C&O, CNJ, D&H, NYC, NW
PRR, P&R, RDG, SP, UP, WAG, WM, more..$45-$55
40' Steel..Erie, NH, PRR, NYC, CNW, GN, more..$47-$55
40' Trainman or 1970's refurbushed..15 roads..$32-$37
X-29's..PRR, MEC, Erie, RDG, CNJ, more..$50-$62
HyCubes..60'..SF, WP, SP, MP, NW, CR..$60-$75
50'..MILW, DH, NYC, BAR, MKT, SAL, SF, LN, NH..$47-$55
53'..Evans..$35-$47 50' Modern..Rbox, CSX, more..$37
60'..C&O, MKT, B&O, EL, RG, Sou, NW, WM..$40-$55
Weaver..40', 50', steelside..30+ roads.. $20-$40

Visit our website to see hundreds of HO and O Scale Craftsman Kits

TROUT CREEK
ENGINEERING

462

Locomotives - 2 rail

Atlas..GP-15's, RSD-15's, RS-3's..$179-$199
RS-1..Rutland, CNJ, NH, RI, LIRR, WT..$249-$309
F-3's..DLW, RG, SF, SOU, GMO..$399P, 189D
C424/425/628..L&N, CN, EL, PRR, ACL..$299-$415
SD-40's, GP-60's, GP-9's..$379-$419P, $189-$215D
SW's..RR, LV, Rdg, CNJ, NYC, Erie..$249-$299
0-6-0's..PRR, CNJ, RI, B&O, UP, unlettered..$499-$565
MTH..PRR K-4, CNJ P-47..$599. SD-70 or SD-45T..$409
Brass..GE 44t..PRR, SP..$299. C&O Greenbrier,
SP MT-4, Wms and Weaver steamers..call
Weaver..RSD-12, U25B, VO1000..$199-$249
Shaft drive RS-3's, FA/FB's, GP-38...$99-$150

Weaver/Crown..B&M, BN, CV, CN, NYC, REA,
Dubuque, Nrn Refrig, WIF, PRR..25+ roads..$20-$40
57' Mech..PFE, BN, WFE, Trop..10+ roads..$35-$55
Atlas..36' & 40' wood..Erie, NYC, CNW, SF, PFE,
Meats, beers, foods..25+ billboards..$45-$79
40' steel..IC, NYC, ART, DLW, PFE, NP, more..$45-$55
40' plug door..NH, PRR, WM, WP, BAR, REA
FGE, CNJ, NP, ATSF, NYC, SSW, ART, more..$32-$37
53' express..REA, WP, MP, SOO, RG..$69
K-line..PFE, MDT, CNW, 15+ billboards..$35-$45

valleymodeltrains.com

All rail turnouts, crossings, curved
turnouts, dual gauge, custom-built.

The Public Delivery Track

VALLEY MODEL TRAINS

PO BOX 1251, Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590
Credit Card Orders Welcome
Order/Info(845)297-3866 Fax(845)298-7746
Laser-Art Structures O Laser Cut kits

Weaver...40' & 50', new & old, 20+ roads...$30-$45
Atlas..33K..CNTX, ACFX, GLNX,, Sub Propane..$49
17K..ACF 50' or Trinity 40' corn syrup..$55-$65
8K..Staley, Wolfs, Bakelite, Dow..10 roads..$50-$55
11K..SHPX, UTLX, Hooker, Solvay..10 roads..$50-$55

Now order online!

BK ENTERPRISES

Refrigerator Cars - 2 rail

Covered Hoppers - 2 rail

Weaver PS-2 and AC-2..BN, CBQ, CNW, CP, PRR,
D&M, DLW, B&M, C&O, EL, L&N, NH, NYC, ++..$20-$40
50' Centerflow or Grain..CR, CP, LV, NYC, PRR, RI,
EnJay, Dupont, ADM, Amoco, Arco, UP, more..$20-$40
Atlas..3 bay..UP, CBQ, BN, Jack Frost..$37
ACF..Erie, DLW, GN, SP, WM, UP, SF, SSW..$55
Airslide..LV, D&H, UP, SP, LV, Erie, SF, RG..$40-$50

Hopper Cars - 2 rail

Atlas..3 bay..WM, SOU, BN, NH, Rdg, RG..$37
Ore cars..CN, UP, DMIR..$27;
H21a..PRR..$50
New Panel side..$52 USRA 2 bay..$45-$52
Weaver..2 bay, 3 bay, and 4 bay..20+ roads..$20-$40

Tank Cars - 2 rail

Flat Cars, Stock Cars

Atlas..Double stacks..$125-$169. Front runners..$47
Containers..40/45'..$25. Wvr 20'..$14/pr K-line..$10
40' Stock cars..CNW, RG, B&O, GN, MKT, more..$37
Wvr 40' & 50' flats..$25-$40. Atlas 52' flats..$37

Gondolas - 2 rail

Atlas..40' composite..PRR, NYC, C&O, SP..$52
50'..B&O, CNJ, GN, NW, NYC, PRR, Rdg, UP, LV..$37
Wvr..CNJ, C&O, LV, RI, SF, UP, Rdg, NW, SOU..$25

Cabeese - 2 rail, 3 rail scale

Wvr..CR, Rdg, D&H, Erie, PRR, Monon, more..$$25-$47
K-line..B&O, EL, NYC, SOU, SF, UP, more..$48
MTH..PRR, EL, NYC, C&O, SP, CP, NH, more..$45-$60
Atlas..RFP, Rut, RG, NH, SF, 15+ roads..$37-$70

www.stores.ebay/publicdelliverytrack
e-mail us at pdtrains@earthlink.net
PO Box 1035 • Drexel Hill, PA 19026
PO Box 2637 • Paso Robles, CA 93447
610-259-4945 or 805-226-0320

me the pleasure of planning and executing a scratchbuilt structure is one of our hobbies most alluring segments. Those piles
of basswood and scraps of this and that all nestled with glues
and paints and hand tools and dreams of how it will look once
integrated into a developing scene on my railroad is the stuff
of life many days. It would be a genuine loss for a model railroader to have never given this a good try. I highly recommend
building a model railroad or at least railroad models using the
best ideas and skills you can muster. What you may discover is
you’re good at it after all, and it will open up doors to a whole
new realm of possibilities in modeling.
I hope this isn’t classified as rambling Joe, but in the interest of supporting your most timely viewpoint, I wanted to add
my two cents to the mix.
Bob Ring (via e-mail)
About That Century
Regarding your review of the Atlas C630, not bad for a
GE/EMD guy! Just for the sake of neurosis though, the “C”
stands for Century. What tripped you up is the “6”. It doesn’t
stand for the decade of production, but for the number of
axles. You got the last two digits right as a horsepower designator. Hence, a C420 is a four-axle Century with 2000 horsepower; a C630 is a six-axle 3000 horsepower unit, etc.

THE

For those who might care, the C630 was also the first production Diesel-electric in the US to use a Diesel/alternator
(AC) combination instead of the Diesel/generator (DC) combination of previous practice. Traction motors were still DC, but
the first step toward the full AC transmission was made here.
Brian Scace, PA (via e-mail)
A Better Sprocket Repair
Brian’s article on changing sprockets is right on the mark.
Thanks Brian! One other problem that has plagued this type
of drive is the sprockets splitting after some time. This is
because the sprockets were pressed on to the drive shafts
and over time the stress would split the sprocket from the
hub. The answer to fitting a new replacement is not to press
the sprocket onto the shaft. Make it a light, almost sliding, fit.
Cross drill the hub and shaft and press in a roll pin (small steel
split spring tube). Even a small taper pin would work. This
eliminates the stress cracks and it can easily be removed to
change or replace the sprocket. Stock Drive Parts sells the roll
pins. The ones I got use a number 52 drill to fit properly.
Bob Garrelts, Tarpon Springs, FL (via e-mail)

WESTERN RESERVE “O” SCALE TRAIN SHOW
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Saturday, November 8, 2008
Admission: $6.00

9:00 am - 2:00 pm
6’ Tables - $37.00

LAKELAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

I90 and
ST.RT. 306 (S.E. Corner)
Held in the Auxiliary Gym / Athletic Center
24 Hr. Police • Public Welcome • Free Parking • 2-rail “O” scale only • Please no other gauges
SORRY NO PASSES ACCEPTED AT THIS SHOW • THIS SHOW IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH THE WESTERN RESERVE O SCALE COMMITTEE WHO ANNUALLY PUT ON A SIMILAR SHOW

BOB FRIEDEN - 9695 CHILLICOTHE ROAD - KIRTLAND, OHIO 44094 - 440-256-8141 - FAX: 440-256-1749
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O Scale Mag Ad - 7.4 x 4.9, 07/12 - full color, v3.1.

Have It (Sounds) Your Way!
There is a QSI Sound Module for Every “O” Scaler.
Choose One That’s Right For You!
✔ Conventional DC
Power Pack + Quantum Module = Horn/Bell/Motor Loco Sounds
✔ Conventional DC and Quantum Engineer
Power Pack + Quantum Module + Quantum Engineer = 33 Controllable
Loco & Sound Ops
✔ DCC: All Major Systems
DCC Systems + Quantum Module = 33 Controllable Loco & Sound Ops
✔ Conventional AC: “O” Gauge 3 Rail
Power Pack + Quantum Module = Horn/Bell/ Motor Loco Sounds
✔ AC Command Control: TMCC, DCS, 3 Rail
Command System + Quantum Module = 33 Controllable Loco/Sound Ops

(DC Control) Quantum Engineer

���
Solutions

Please contact us for more information about all these new exciting sound options! 800-671-0641. Introductory offer $159.95 list.
Distributed Exclusively by QSI Solutions
QSI Solutions c/o American Hobby Distributors, 57 River Road, Suite 1023, Essex Junction, VT 05452
Toll-free (800) 671-0641 Fax 802-878-5550 e-mail info@qsisolutions.com Copyright © 2007 by QSI Solutions. All Rights Reserved.
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Pieces of the Puzzle
Conclusion
Mike Cougill

In our last installment of the series, we’re going to look
at how scenery can turn a plain shelf with some track on
it into a believable slice of modeled reality. Some believe
that a shelf layout is hard to scenic. While their flat nature
can be hard to ignore or work around, with a little ingenuity and observation of the real world, a shelf-style layout
can look very realistic.
Puzzle Piece #7: Go Vertical.
One mistake modelers often make in designing scenery
for a shelf layout is not having enough vertical elements.
The tendency is to keep things on just one level. This is
an easy trap to fall into and I sort of did just that myself.
By their nature shelf layouts too often look like what they
are: a flat shelf. I tried to avoid this when I built the bench-

1

a bridge. But the basic scenery turned out well, and I’m
happy with the results.
I really went vertical with the trees though, some of
them reaching 24” or more in height. We modelers seem
to have a fear of modeling tall objects. I think many are
worried that it’ll take away from the trains or look out of
scale. That’s a legitimate concern, especially in O Scale
where things can get big. But when done thoughtfully, the
results can be dramatic. Look at the difference the trees
make between Photos 2-3. The trees now lend a sense of
scale to the scene; and when you add a train, as in Photo
4, you get the impression that the train now fits into the
landscape instead of being separate from it. Our eyes are
registering the different proportions of the elements in the
scene and telling us whether things look right or not. I think
one of the reasons O Scale models often look unrealistic is
this lack of proportion with the scenery. There often aren’t
any elements that dwarf the trains or buildings like a tall

2

work by raising the track up so that I could have terrain
that dipped below track level, and have tracks at different
elevations from the mainline (Photo 1). I wish, in hindsight,
that I had emphasized this more than I did. I really didn’t
plan for having scenery below the tracks like streams or
rivers. The I & W must be one of the few layouts without
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3

4

6

taboo; modelers seldom place objects between the tracks
and the front edge of their layouts. I guess the issue must
be fear of things getting damaged or interference with
operations.
Take a look at this cluster of trees near the Mill St. crossing. There are four turnouts with groundthrows in this area.
I was careful to place the trees so they wouldn’t obstruct
my reach when throwing a switch. This grouping of trees
helps divide the layout into two distinct scenes at this
point. This is even more effective when you get closer to
track level as in Photo 7. Mill St. itself also acts as a divider
by interrupting the flow of the track lines. I used the same

7

5

trick (a dense cluster of trees) to hide the entrance to the
staging cassette. The train simply disappears gracefully just
as you might see in real life (Photo 8).
tree; therefore, the trains appear out of scale to their surroundings (Photo 5). You can get away with modeling tall
objects on a shelf layout because of the narrowly defined
cross-section of a given scene. As mentioned in Part II, the
24” depth of the benchwork only is only 96 scale feet. By
focusing on the track and immediate surroundings, you can
model objects closer to their actual scale size and let backdrops fill in the rest of the world.
Puzzle Piece #8: Viewblocks.
Photo 6 introduces another important scenic feature – a
viewblock. On a long horizontal shelf layout, having something to block your view of the train, however briefly, helps
to divide the layout into distinct scenes, making it seem
larger than it actually is. It doesn’t take much to do this.
Even a single large tree could effectively serve to divide a
scene into two separate areas. This seems to be another
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8

Puzzle Piece #9: Mini-scenes.
In addition to dividing the layout into different scenes, I
like to create mini-scenes that help hold the eye in a given
area. These can help reenforce the character of your rail-

12

road, establish the locale, or even the time of year. In other
words, they tell a story. On my layout, as on the prototype
I model, the tracks are laid on the towpath of an old canal.
On the prototype there are several ruins from the old locks
that raised and lowered the water level according to the
terrain. I modeled one of these abandoned locks to the
right of Mill Street. Made from some Chooch castings, it is
right up front where it’s easily seen (Photos 9). The terrain

9

here mimics the contour of the former canal bed, further
emphasizing this bit of history.
Another mini-scene on the opposite end of the layout
shows a section of abandoned track. This scene is in the
early stages of development, and will feature a lot more
detail when done. (Photo 10).

10

doesn’t lighten up even when dry. This is fine for wet soil,
but doesn’t look right for dry dirt. The leaves were secured
with the diluted glue and water just like ballasting track,
and since they’re in the bottom of the ditch, the soil might
be damp here, so the darker color is acceptable.
This list could go on forever, but you get the idea. While
some will never think that small layouts are as much fun as
a basement empire, I hope that you found some inspiration
in this series. The series was meant to convey a few big
picture ideas and concepts that can be applied to any sized
layout. Concepts like a small layout can be enjoyable: that
you don’t need a ton of space to model in O Scale. The
idea that scenery is a model too and can tell a story. The
I&W isn’t done. There’ll always be something to add or an
upgrade of earlier efforts as skills and knowledge improve.
The joy is in the doing as much as the having.
u

Groundcover and texture are another element that isn’t
given its due. Texture can hold the eye as in the forest
floor in Photo 11. The fallen leaves and other debris give

11

Direct!
TBuy
WIN
WHISTLE SIGN & KIT CO.
31 Turnberry Drive, Arden, NC 28704 (828) 684-6785

ASSEMBLED
BUILDINGS ARE
AVAILABLE!

The Classic!
Kit: $54.95
the impression there’s a lot going on here. The texture of
this foreground area is more pronounced than in the background, which helps to add depth. Same with the fallen
leaves that litter the drainage ditch in Photo 12. I used
real dirt and ground up leaves. I spread undiluted white
glue on top of the painted scenery shell and sifted on the
dry dirt. Doing it this way preserves the color of the dirt.
The traditional method of saturating the groundcover with
diluted white glue and water darkens natural soil and it

Footprint: 10” x 4.5”

Buy Directly from our e-store!
WWW.TWINWHISTLE.COM

• Pre-Cut Basswood Body
• Complete Instructions
• Assorted Castings
• Wide Selection of
Graphics
• Grandt Lines Doors &
Windows
• Scribed Interior Flooring
e-mail:
twinwhistle@hotmail.com
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Jim Hackworth

Buy⁄Sell⁄Trade

MODEL TRAINS

Consignments

(and Subsidiary JH Consulting)
2631 Edgevale Road, Columbus OH 43221-1113
Phone: 614-4514517 Fax: 6144514557
Email: jhmtrains@msn.com • Web: www.jhmtrains.com

AOCC*
Gem PRR B6 0-6-0, C/P or N/P, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $575.00
WSM PRR J1a, 2-10-4, C/P, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,650.00
WSM PRR M1, 4-8-2, C/P, Nice, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,150.00
Weaver Brass WP GS64 4-8-4, F/P, LN, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $795.00
USH C&O 2-8-4, C/P, Runs good, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,275.00
USH PRR M1a, 4-8-2, C/P, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,275.00
USH PRR L1s, 2-8-2, N/P, New, Never assembled  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,175.00
MG NYC J3a, C/P, NOB, from Tony Ambrose .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,395.00
OM N&W Y3 2-8-8-2, N/P OB . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,895.00
USH NYC S1b 4-8-4 C/P, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,250.00
MG PRR J 2-10-4, C/P, Icken gearsm NOB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,895.00
USH NYC H10, 2-8-2, Mint, N/P, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,275.00
USH NKP S-2, C/P, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,250.00
Gem PRR A5 0-4-0, C/P, NOB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $475.00
OM SD40-2, C/P, OB . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $999.00
OM SD70M Demo, F/P, LN, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,675.00
OM N&W C630 High Hood FM trucks, New OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,195.00
OM SD70M Demo, F/P, LN, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,750.00

AOCC*
Joe Fischer(??) PRR R50b Express Reefer  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $200.00
OM PRR PAPB Set, Late Run, F/P, New  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $2,875.00
PRB 60’ Greenville Boxcar, F/P, LN, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $249.00
GEM PRR A5 0-4-0, Runs good, C/P, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $625.00
OM GT Coil Car, LN, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $365.00
OM ATSF Erie Built “B” Unit, F/P, New . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $899.00
Weaver PRR N5c Caboose, LN, N/P, OB . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $350.00
Scale Mod Ind Roundhouse kit .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $195.00
PRB 40’ Airslide F/P BN, New, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $249.00
PRB 60’ Greenville Boxcar F/P GT New . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $295.00
OM 89’ TTX flat, C/P TTX Yellow, LN, OB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $275.00
OM #0026 Tri-Level Auto Rack, C/P C&NW, OB, LN  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $495.00
PRB Sealand Gunderson D. Stack, set, LN, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,395.00
PRB 62’ Boxcar, F/P WP, LN OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $295.00
PRB BN Gunderson D. Stack, set, LN, OB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,395.00
MG PRR N8 Caboose, N/P, NOB. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $250.00
Alco PRR N6a, C/P or N/P, each  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $225.00

*All Offers Cordially Considered
Layaway Available
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LSASE for Complete List
Shipping 6% - $6.95 Min., $15.00 Max
Ohio Residents Add 6.75% Sales Tax

Estates⁄Liquidations
Collection Reductions

Build A GATX “Whale Belly” Covered Hopper
Ed Reutling
Some years back, this car was offered in O Scale as a
brass import (by the Car Works, I believe). They are few and
far between, so far as availability is concerned, and some
of us may find it hard to justify the cost. Here’s a fairly easy
to do kitbash from the very available Weaver 50’ tank car.
I’m not too sure if the 40’ car will do, but there wouldn’t
be much room to play with. Use the 50’ tank to have some
extra material, in case an error is made.
I learned there are nice plans and an article in the
November 1989 Mainline Modeler regarding the GATX car,
as ordered by SAL and CB&Q. Mainline Modeler has given
me permission to reproduce the drawing for this article (Fig.
1, page 42).
The Body
I would recommend starting with the trapezoidalshaped flat filler pieces which are easily seen on each side.
I chose 0.080” styrene. Once those are made, cut the bottom half out of the “donor car” for the sloped bottom and
center saddle sheets of the car. Using the flat filler pieces as
a guide, cut the center section of the tank to fit the center
of the filler (Photo 1). Easy so far.

The next step is a bit difficult to do correctly. I’m not that
good at all, so my model slope sheets would never work in
the real world. All I did to determine how long the pieces
of the Weaver tank bottom I needed was to measure the
length from the trapezoidal fillers, and add another 0.025”
for the additional material needed due to the slope of these
two sections. Pictures sure help with this concept! Don’t
forget to cut an angle on both ends of the slope sheets
and note that they have a left and right aspect. When
both halves of the bottom are finished, glue them together
(Photo 2) along the center seam. You have now done
[maybe] the most difficult step in the conversion.

2

1
Now, you have the top and ends (which might remind
you of the old Sikorsky “Skycrane”), but the top is too long.
Determine the amount to be removed and, using your
trusty razor saw, either remove the extra from the center of
the top section or from one end. Photo 3 (page 43) shows
a way of tightly stretching a slip of paper to give a nice
straight and square line around the half-cylinder. Either
way, you will now have three major pieces to reassemble:
the completed top and end, a separate end, and the new
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3

The center beam of the frame has to be notched for the
Kadee® coupler boxes. The trucks one chooses and the
wheel diameter will determine the coupler pad height. This
car should have 36” wheels, and that will influence the
height of the coupler. That said, I shaped the 3/8” square
styrene tube to fit the slope of the tank bottom. Let it be
3/4” to 1 inch longer than needed and just let it hang way
out from the end of the car for the time being. Do both
ends, and tack the tubing to the bottom of the car to determine the length needed to match up with the drawing. At
this time, using a Kadee® coupler gage, cut the notch in
the bottom of the beam for the coupler box. I then cut the
square tube and glued the crescent web in place. Add a
half-cylindrical piece of 1/8” tubing on the web where the
truck screw will eventually be (refer to Photo 4).
Now, the flanges can be glued to both of the web
“whale belly”, or you’ll have two partial top and end
assemblies.
You might prefer to leave the center beam in
assemblies and the new belly. Now it is time to determine
one
piece
and
cut the saddle to fit the center beam. I can
your individual need to add weight. I, personally, do not.
only say it’s personal preference.
For me, the weight of Weaver die-cast trucks and Kadee®
Mounting the coupler box, with a bit of structural integmetal couplers is sufficient. My way is not as heavy as
rity,
is next. After setting the box in place and drilling with
NMRA recommendations. You choose, but now is the time.
a
#50
bit up through the box’s center hole, I screwed a 2Add your weight (if desired) then glue the three subassem56
screw
down far enough to allow a nut to be spun on at
blies together.
the bottom of the box. A touch of CA will hold the screw
for the time being. Remove the box, pour some baking
soda in the opening of the bottom of the square tubing,
solidify it with CA, and repeat until the space from the web
of the saddle to the end of the center beam is solid baking
soda and CA. You now have a solid anchor for the coupler
box. Clip off the head of the screw up top and file smooth.
Smoothing the Tank Car Body
The heavy, major construction is finished. If you are a
poor /sloppy modeler like me, it is now time to break out
the Bondo (auto body filler) and some 200-grit wet/dry
sandpaper. Eventually, you’ll get it smoothed out enough
to go with something a little lighter. I used Squadron White
Putty, and finally a quick-fill primer sealer (Photo 5).

4

5

The Sub-Frame
Knowing that the cylindrical ends of the car are ten
feet in diameter, I scribed an arc on a piece of 0.060” styrene to that dimension (2-1/2”) and, from the same center
point, another arc 1/4” larger. I then made the somewhat
crescent-shaped section (that becomes the web of the
saddle) to fit. The flanges of the saddle are made from 1/4”
x 0.030” styrene, long enough to fit the arc, plus about
another 3/16”. The extra will be trimmed later.
Now here comes a process which can be done (at least)
two ways, either by cutting the crescent, or by cutting the
center beam. At any rate, I’m not a measure-and-cut kind
of person, more like a cut-to-fit kind of modeler. Some
parts of the assembly are a bit like the old Popeye cartoons,
where he’d throw the parts and nails up in the air and
they’d come to earth assembled. To me, this is sort of how I
approached the sub-frames.

Good modelers can skip the heavy filling and go directly to the white putty. Now, you’re ready for the process
of installing the cross braces, those nine curious (to me
at least) protrusions along the centerline of the trapezoidal flats. When reading the Mainline Modeler article, the
explanation was that they are pipe cross braces, welded in
place. Pipe is used for strength, and the ends are left open
to help prevent rust from forming in the pipe. Anyway,
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draw centerlines along the flats. Locate the mid-length and
two centers for drilling at the ends, and then evenly space
the remaining three locations. I used 0.100” rods, and
actually fished them through from side-to-side and glued
them in place.
External Air and Discharge Piping
For the external underbelly air and product plumbing,
I pretty much faked the flat piping with 0.040” x 0.060”
styrene and followed the layout as shown on the plans. The
plans really do not show what happens on the other side.
I found a few photos here and there on the Internet and
interpreted what the other side might be, and connected
it all across the underside (Photos 6 and 7). The short “Y”

8

6

7

shaped piece of round piping is 1/6” diameter rod. I first
formed the offset long piece. Then I cut a diagonal end for
the other leg, gave it a slight bend and then glued it to the
long piece. I cut everything to length, and installed the
result. Half-rounding the ends gives the illusion of looking
at an elbow from the top.
The discharge pipe and associated air line are 1/8” [6”]
piping. A couple caps can be made by using the next larger-sized telescoping pieces.
End Platforms, Walkways and Ladders
You will see in Photo 8 that I used some brass grating
and angle on the end platforms. That was an experiment;
before I realized I had some leftover roofwalk material. I would say that when you do this car, you can click
on to the Internet, go to the AtlasO website, click on
“Shop Online”, then “O Scale Freight Car Parts”, scroll to
“Airslide” and order at least four roof walks. Four will allow
for waste and/or error. I made up the walkways and then
set them on the top of the car to determine the length of
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the 0.020” x 0.080” supports.
The A/B brakes use only the reservoir and triple valve.
The brake cylinders are truck mounted on this car.
Paint and Lettering
I used Scale Coat II BN Hopper Gray. I cannot vouch
for whether that is the correct color, but it looks fine to me.
I had Eric Ethridge make the decals for me, and I highly
recommend his work. He can be reached by e-mail at
[elstrains@mindspring.com]. Photos 9 and 10 show the finished model.					
u

9

10

At 9:00 a.m. the Boston Tour leaves for Lexington and
Boston. You will travel by motor coach, accompanied by
a tour guide who will highlight all the points of interest
on this tour. The tour should return to the convention at
approximately 4:30 p.m. Also from 9:00 to 10 a.m. will be
the O Scale Kings meeting on the third floor in Conference
Room C. The model contest room will open at 10 a.m. to
receive models for the contest. From 11:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. the trading hall opens for your purchasing pleasure.
Clinic hours are from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Thursday’s
clinics include Joe Foehrkolb converting 3-Rail to 2-Rail;
George Muller on track work; Phil Ginkus weathering with
Schedule of events at The East Wind ‘08,
chalks and Dennis Lyons on O Scale buses for your layout.
2008 O Scale National Convention
Lastly, on Thursday the model contest will open from 1-7
By John Roberts
p.m. for viewing and voting for your favorite models.
Friday, July 25, 2008
Wednesday, July 23, 2008
The Providence and Worcester shop tour will leave at 9
The kick-off event for the 2008 O Scale National Cona.m. and return at 10:30. The P&W shop is less than onevention will be an all day excursion on the Vermont Railhalf mile from the convention, so there will be plenty of
way. Air conditioned motor coaches will leave Worcester
time to take in the entire operation.
at 6:30 a.m. and drive you in comfort to Bellows Falls, VerAt 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., the Yankee Candle/Magic
mont where you will board the train and enjoy sightseeing
Wings tour departs. Travel by motor coach to Deerfield,
at its old-time best!
Massachusetts, where you will enter what has become
The train, pulled by a beautifully refurbished RS-1,
known as the Disney World of candles. Later you will travel
leaves Bellows Falls following the Connecticut and Wilto Magic Wings where you will find an 8000 square foot
liams Rivers, passing by covered bridges and a beautiful
glass conservatory filled with tropical plants, butterflies and
cascading waterfall and gorge at Brockway Mills. Then
moths.
through fertile farmlands and ski country, traversing a windAt 9:30 a.m., the trading hall will open for dealers and
ing route through the mountains to Rutland, Vermont where the modular layout folks and at 10:30 a.m. the trading hall
the locomotive will run around the cars for the trip back
and the model contest room will open for viewing and votto Bellows Falls. The entire trip covers approximately 100
ing and all will remain open until 6:00 p.m.
miles. Included in the price is a continental breakfast and
Clinics and seminars will run from 10:30 a.m. until 5:00
lunch served on the train. After you return to Bellows Falls,
p.m. Friday’s clinics will include Mike Tylick presenting
you will board motor coaches and head south on route 91
clinics on digital photography and scratchbuilding, Brian
to the historic Putney Inn, where you will stop for dinner.
Scace on layout and track planning, a special two hour
At the Putney Inn you will enjoy their Vermont Feast that
clinic by Harry Hieke on torch soldering, and Debbie Ames
includes Vermont Maple Glazed Ham and Slow Roast Veron DCC.
mont Turkey. After dinner the motor coaches will return you
7:00 p.m. until 11:00 is for home layout tours. As of this
to Worcester, arriving approximately 8:30 p.m. It will be full writing the plan is to have at least five home layouts open.
day of railroading fun.
Ben Brown’s Chemung Northern Railroad, Bill Pirtel’s, The
The Vermont railway has made the McIntyre, a private
Big Four with a Mountain Division, Debbie Ames’ outdoor
observation car, available to us. The McIntyre is a 1923
Fn3 layout, along with others we are waiting for final conPullman bedroom observation car. The car can accommofirmation on. Don’t forget there will also be nine modular
date up to 10 passengers and your own personal on-board
layouts on the trading hall floor as well.
staff with food and beverage service included. We are offer- Saturday, July 26, 2008
ing this car first come, first serve, to the first 10 people to
The trading hall will open from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
sign up for it. Once we have 10 passengers, we will stop
for dealers and modular layouts and will open for trading
taking reservations. Do not pass up the opportunity to travel at 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. The model contest room will
back in time to the early 20th century and enjoy the splenopen from 9:00 a.m. until noon for viewing and voting and
dor of that period. Also on July 23rd, the exhibit hall will be then from noon to 3:00 p.m. for viewing only. 3:00 p.m. to
open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. for modular layout setup and
4:00 p.m. is set aside for picking up your models from the
from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. for dealer setup.
contest room.
Thursday, July 24, 2008
Clinics and Seminars will run 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
8-11a.m. modular layouts and dealers will have access to will be repeats of the clinics presented on Thursday and Frithe trading hall to complete their setups.
day for those who missed them. From 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. will
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be a Happy Hour with a cash bar, followed by the banquet
at 7:00 p.m. in the Junior Ballroom on the third floor of the
DCU center. The banquet will offer three choices for dinner:
Pear and Almond Chicken, Baked Stuffed Shrimp, and Steak
Diane. The model contest awards and other awards will be
presented at the banquet.
Sunday, July 27, 2008
On Sunday from 9:30-11:30 a.m. a breakfast buffet will
be served at the Steaming Tender Restaurant located in the
historic Palmer Station. The Steaming Tender is not normally
open for breakfast but will be for this event. Palmer station
is located at the diamond where the New England Central
railroad crosses the CSX Railroad. The location is easily
accessible from Interstate 90, the Massachusetts Turnpike,
using exit 8. If you sign up for this event, we will provide
maps and driving instructions in your registration package.
This spot has been designated as one of New England’s hot
spots for train watching.
After breakfast, tour attendees will have the opportunity
to visit Phil Opielowski’s O Scale Ware River Railroad and
see an accurate scratchbuilt model of the Richardson-style
Palmer station circa 1950’s with a full interior, built from the
original plan. Phil models the old B&A Ware River Branch
from Palmer to Barre Massachusetts. You have probably
read construction articles by Phil in many model railroad
magazines over the years and you will see many examples
of Phil’s structures on the Ware River Railroad.u
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NEWS: Gorilla Glue New Products
Available at your local hardware/home repair store.
Gorilla Glue has released several new products in
its family of glues. Of most interest to modelers will be
Gorilla Wood Glue and Gorilla Super Glue.
Gorilla Wood Glue is a one-part water resistant wood
glue that offers higher bond strength, a shorter clamp
time and a lower application temperature than other
comparable woodworking glues, and it can be cleaned
up easily with water. The glue requires a clamp time of
just 20 minutes and is fully cured in 24 hours. The formula contains no dyes, and dries a natural color, which
means no yellowing. Once dry, it can be easily sanded or
painted.
Gorilla Super Glue is a unique formula providing builtin shock resistance that allows glued surfaces to “give”
NEWS: GP40 and Passenger Operations Books on CD:
MSRP: (see text).
Highlands Station, LLC, 4255 S. Buckley Rd, #137, Aurora,
CO 80013-2951,
(303) 829-4449 • www.HighlandsStationLLC.com
Highlands Station, LLC, has just released its sixth and
seventh books on CD. Book #6 contains George Melvin’s
exceptional series on EMD’s GP40, the first Geep powered with the 645 engine. It documents the GP40’s use
by original owners and many of their subsequent owners
and provides a photographic record of these engines.
George also covers the history of the development of
EMD Geeps as well as providing background on each
road’s locomotive purchasing
records that led up to their acquisition of the GP40. You’ll find
photos of GP40s in use by all of
its American and Canadian buyers. Special variations, such as the
GP40P and GP40X are also covered as are some of the rebuilds
such as the GP40E and GP40M.
CD contains 212 photos, of which
135 are in color. This CD book
NEWS: New AC/DC “Sounders” from MRC; MSRP: TBA
Model Rectifier Corp, 80 Newfield Ave, Ediosn, NJ 08837
732-225-2100 • www.modelrectifier.com
Model Rectifier Corporation has announced another
model railroad product for older pre-war, post war, and
modern 3-Rail locomotives without sound. MRC’s new
Sounders are for those railroaders not planning on running
DCS, TMCC or DCC, and are happy running their locomotives in conventional mode with their regular power pack,
be that AC or DC. MRC’s new Sounders have dynamic
sounds at an affordable price. The MRC Sounder is a
completely independent sound module that is installed

while holding tight. Still the
bond is instant. Gorilla Super
Glue sets up in just 20 to 40
seconds. Gorilla Glue’s new
formula contains tiny rubber
particles that give it impact
resistance to reduce the
chance of the repair breaking
when the object is bumped or
dropped. The formula is thicker than conventional super
glues, so it won’t run when
applied, making it easier to use
and control than most other super glues, especially on
vertical surfaces. An airtight design and anti-clog tip help
to ensure the glue stays fresh for numerous uses without
drying out and hardening.
is a valuable research tool for both Diesel modelers and
railfans alike. Retail $18.95 plus $4.85 S&H per order
(US). Shipping and handling via International Priority Mail
to Canada and Mexico is $9; $11 for all other countries.
Book #7, Modeling Passenger Operations & Facilities,
contains Robert A. Clark’s 4-part series, “The Passenger
Train Oriented Layout” and V. S. Roseman’s 3-part series,
“Passenger Servicing Facilities – Their Construction On
Your Railroad.” Together, they provide a comprehensive
guide for modelers who want to incorporate realistic passenger operations and facilities on their layout. Many prototype and model photos, as well as track schematics and
diagrams, are included.
Both books are presented in PDF format (Adobe®
Reader® 5.0 or later required), the
text is fully searchable, and all of
the high-resolution photos can be
zoomed in on for close examination of every detail, something not
possible with a printed version.
Because the images are 300 dpi
rather than the more common 96
dpi, readers can get an extremely
close look at fine details. Pages
can be printed for personal use.
in your conventionally powered locomotive to give you
synchronized sounds by using the existing power pack,
direction, and/or bell and whistle buttons. The Sounder is
not a decoder. It features simple two wire installation with
a speaker included. You have a choice of steam or Diesel
versions. MRC’s unique RF transmitter technology gives you
walk-around sound control and lets you access more than
just bells, whistles and horns. Also, the sound does not cut
out between direction changes. Available versions include:
#1815 Diesel with four user-selectable prime mover
sounds [Alco/SD60/SD70/EMD 567B]; and #1816 steam
with multiple chuff sounds.
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NEWS: Small O Scale Industries; MSRP: Kit #1 $99.99
Model Tech Studios LLC, PO Box 1497, N Hampton NH,
03862
603-964-5995 • www.modeltechstudios.com
Model Tech Studios has begun a series of smaller
detailed structures for their ”Create An Industry” series
of kits. These kits include pre-cut wall sections, custom
cast building details such as vents, stacks, windows and
doors, and scene details. Kit #1 in this series makes a
scene 8” long and 6” wide.
Small Industry Kit #1 is also available pre-finished on a
diorama base at [www.finishedmodels.com] for $329.99.
NEWS: Great Northern 50’ “V” Framed boxcar; MSRP:
$95.00
Rails Unlimited, 126 Will Scarlet, Elgin, IL 60120
847-697-5353 • railsunlimited.ribbonrail.com
Ted Schnepf was showing several new urethane kits
at the Chicago March Meet. Among them was a GN 50’
V-framed boxcar cast in quality
urethane from hand crafted masters. This car has a pre-assembled
one piece body ready to detail. All
Ted’s kits are made in the U.S.A.
The car is available in two
versions: (1) Door-and-a-half
wood door, outside braced wood
sheathed, steel fishbelly underNEWS: Rich Yoder Models; Tank Cars
& Stock Car; MSRP: see text
Rich Yoder Models, 7 Edgedale Ct,
Wyomissing PA, 19610
610-678-2834 • www.richyodermodels.com
Rich Yoder was showing preproduction samples of his upcoming tank cars at the Chicago show
this past March. The tank cars will
be available in 6,000, 8,000, and
10,000 gallon capacities and a variety of liveries making, in all, 21 different cars. Prices vary from $295 to
$325, depending on the complexity
of the paint and lettering.
Rich also had a sample of a Harriman Class S-40-4 stock car. The
price is TBA.
Contact Rich directly or visit his
website for reservations.
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frame, and steel roof; or (2) Single steel door, outside
braced wood sheathed, steel fishbelly underframe, steel
roof, and lumber door in one end.
All the Rails Unlimited kits are sold less truck and couplers. The brake gear, ladders, grabs and decals are extra
too, although Rails Unlimited can supply all these items
at extra charge.

REVIEW: DCC-equipped On30 4-4-0, P/N 2830X;
MSRP: $290
Bachmann Industries, 1400 East Erie Ave, Philadelphia,
PA 19124
215-533-1600 • www.bachmanntrains.com
Reviewed by Harv Keck
The Prototype
When I first took this model out of its box I did not
think it had a prototype. It is so diminutive that I did not
believe a prototype 4-4-0 could have had such small drivers. Well, I was wrong because on pages 106 and 107 of
the MR Cyclopedia-Vol. 1 are the plans for a Mt. Gretna
narrow gauge 4-4-0 that is the spittin’ image of the Bachmann model. The Cyclopedia does not give much information about the prototype other than it is a 2-foot gauge
locomotive built by Baldwin.
The Model
The Bachmann On30 4-4-0 is tiny! The locomotive
and tender together weigh only one pound. The locomotive is diecast with the motor installed in the boiler
(although exactly where is a mystery!) and I am told it also
has a flywheel. The tender is plastic with the DCC receiver tucked inside with room to add a speaker for sound.
The model I reviewed was unlettered and finished in a
matte black with a graphite smokebox and gold accents.
The cab has interior details added.
The model comes with a host of accessories. There
are options for the tender that include a real coal load, a
wood load with etched brass extension rails, and an oil
bunker. There are two stacks (straight and capped), two
lead trucks (spoked and plain wheels), and a pair of tool
boxes for the tender. You also get two pilots, one with
footboards and one a “cowcatcher” style.
Fidelity
The model compares well with the plans in the MR
Cyclopedia cited above. Except for the gauge, it seems to
be an exact duplicate. The model comes with Bachmann’s
HO Scale couplers mounted at HO Scale height which is

standard for Bachmann’s On30 equipment.
Compatibility
I did not have an NMRA HO Standards gage to check
the wheels with but there have been no reports of problems with Bachmann On30 equipment in the past, so I
don’t think there will be any problems with this model.
Coupler height, as mentioned above, is set to HO standards. This could be a problem if you model On30 to O
Scale standards which may require a coupler change.
The model comes with dual-mode DCC installed. It
runs on both straight DC as well as DCC. I had no problems operating the model on either system.
Performance
I tested the 4-4-0 on several sections of HO Scale flextrack laid inside several sections of O Scale flex track. This
allowed me to have the locomotive pull standard gauge
rolling stock to test its performance.
On straight DC, the headlight began to glow at 4.75
volts and the locomotive ran slowly at 5 volts drawing
100 mA. The slow speed at these settings was 4 scale
mph. Under no load at 20 volts the locomotive drew
200mA, and with the drivers stalled it drew a maximum
of 600 mA. On level track this tiny flea was able to pull
six full-size O Scale freight cars (about six pounds) without
slipping. I consider this excellent performance. Those six
full-sized cars would translate to maybe a dozen plastic
On30 freight cars.
Running under DCC the slowest speed attainable was
about 4.5 scale mph. This was rated fair but could be
better. I expected better control under DCC than DC. Perhaps it will improve with age.
Conclusions
The Bachmann 4-4-0 is an amazing piece of model
railroad technology; a flea-sized locomotive that has the
pulling power of a unit two or three times its size. With
all the options included for customizing this engine at this
price, other manufacturers should hope Bachmann does
not decide to offer standard gauge O Scale locomotives.
Bachmann could sweep the market. This is an excellent
value if you are interested in On30 modeling.
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REVIEW: Milwaukee Road Rib Sided Caboose G 2020 S;
MSRP: $259
Weaver Models, PO Box 231, Northumberland, PA 17857
9434-9434-9434 •www.weavermodels.com
Reviewed By Gene Clements
The Prototype
It’s been quite a few years since I’ve made a trip on the
caboose, but come along as we review Weaver’s Milwaukee Road Caboose and relive a bit of nostalgia.
During its working life on America’s railroads, the
caboose served as the office for the conductor as well as
a platform to monitor the operation and movement of its
train. Equipped with tools and supplies to make emergency
repairs to freight cars while en-route, the caboose was for
many years the home away from home for its crew.
The caboose was usually equipped with a cupola or
bay window arrangement which allowed the crew to view
and inspect the sides of their train while moving around
curves and straight sections of track. The Milwaukee Road
rib-sided bay window caboose has to be one of the most
unique and remembered of American railroading. The
“Rib-Siders” were constructed by the Milwaukee Road’s
home shop at Milwaukee starting in 1939. The rib-sided
construction proved to be lighter and stronger than traditional methods at the time. A total of 315 were constructed
in several different varieties with modifications and
improvements being added between 1939 and 1951.
MILW #992114, one of the final rib-sided cabooses built
in 1951, is currently on display at Bensenville, IL.
The Model
Once out of its custom-fit container, we find a well built
and detailed brass model that captures the essence of the
prototype. The workmanship, such as the application of
grab-irons and other details, including the see-thru grill
roof walkway, is expertly done. This 2-Rail version comes
equipped with Weaver die cast metal couplers (Kadee®
Style & Compatible) and metal insulated wheel sets. The
trucks are a friction bearing type with both coil and leaf
springs, similar to an express style truck. Interior lighting is
provided by a two-bulb system with two-rail pick-up from
each truck. Clear window glazing is included, as well as an
interior with seats, table and tool storage compartments.
Fidelity
Although I did not find a set of scale drawings of this
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caboose in my library, the model appears to be correctly
built in comparison to photographs that I located on the
Internet. The paintwork is very well done in the Milwaukee
Road Orange body, semi-gloss black roof and undercarriage with the grab irons being highlighted in white. All
are correct according to the photographs. The difference
between the early and late versions appears to be the
lettering of the car body. This early version had “The Milwaukee Road” printed on the letter-board above the bay
window, while the later version has the “Milwaukee Road”
herald applied to the side of the body. The placement of
grabirons, safety railing and the end platforms correspond
with the prototype photographs. The model also includes a
detailed brake system complete with air hoses.
Compatibility
This caboose is a very well done, ready-to-run model.
Its MSRP is within the range of most r-t-r brass models of
this type. The caboose weighs in at 19 – 20 ozs. NMRA
recommendations for a 34’ O Scale car like this are 13.5
ozs. The additional weight should ensure good tracking
and electrical pickup. In applying the NMRA Standards
and Kadee® coupler gages, I found the wheels on both
axles of one truck had wide gauge, plus the axles were
tight in the side frames. The couplers were about four scale
inches high on one end and eight scale inches high on the
opposite end.
Performance & Conclusion
A quick adjustment at the workbench is all that’s
required to correct the wheel gauge. While there, the addition of shims to lower the couplers to the correct height
can be done. With adjustments made, the wheels and couplers re-checked, it’s on the mainline to couple to the rear
of a mixed freight. The caboose looked like it was back
at home in the 1940s; it even sounded good over the rail
joints on my layout. Operating on DCC (or 3-rail AC) the
interior lights remain bright and constant. On a standard
DC system you can expect the lights to brighten and dim
according to the track voltage.
For the serious Milwaukee Road modeler or collector
of unique models of American Railroading, you can’t go
wrong with this model. All it needs is a crew, a bit of road
weathering and its place on the rear of a freight and you’ll
think you’ve gone back in time to a place where the “RibSider” was a common sight on the end of a Milwaukee
Road freight train.

Product Review: AtlasO Trainman 2-Rail Bay Window
Caboose
MSRP: $49.95
AtlasO, LLC 348 Florence Ave., Hillside, NJ 07205
908-687-9590 • www.atlastrainman.com
Reviewed by Greg Elems
When AtlasO announced their bay window caboose
with one of the road names being Southern Pacific, I
was more than interested. Up to this point a nice plastic, reasonably priced, 2-Rail bay window caboose
hadn’t been available. In the box, the caboose sure has
the SP C-30-6 look. Out of the box, I was able to see
more of the detail. The prototype was a riveted car and
this caboose certainly had plenty of rivets. The window placement, different on both sides, matched my
photographs. The end railing for the ladders had the SP
style bend on the roof. This caboose is heavy enough
to track well at 14.5 oz. While this caboose is an Espee
prototype, it was painted in Missouri Pacific red with
the buzz saw and eagle emblem. The red is opaque but
not too thick. The lettering is well done. The striping
was neat and lined up nicely. The caboose number is
on the end of the roof, a nice touch.
Operation wise, it is a stiff rolling caboose due to the
wheel wipers for the interior lights. There is a switch on
the bottom so you can run it lit or dark. With average
track power, the light is dim; so you don’t have a glowing caboose. The AtlasO couplers are stiff but match
my Kadee® coupler gage in height. The wheels were in
gauge and tracked well through the switches I tested it
on.
Now remember, this is a Trainman line caboose.
The price is roughly 40% less than the Premium line
cabooses. I noticed some items in common with their
Trainman line extended vision caboose. The end steps,
railing and hand brake were the same. The frame looks
to be the same also. The diagonal-panel roof from the

EV caboose looks similar to this caboose. Cast-on grab
irons for the side and ends are expected. The doors do
not open. It does have a see through roofwalk. While it
has an interior light, it has no marker lights for the end
of train function. The trucks appear to be the same as
their premium line though.
  What does this do for the overall caboose? Well
it makes it a fat bay window. The Espee cabooses
were 8’8” over the side sheets on the main body. The
bay window is 10’7-3/4” over the outside. Atlas’s
model is basically about a scale foot too wide in both
dimensions. The EV frame makes the truck centers four
inches too long but with the overall caboose body
being three inches too short. Not bad for a marriage of
two different cabooses.
Anthony W. Thompson’s Southern Pacific Freight
Cars Volume 2: Cabooses, was invaluable for information on pinpointing the measurements of Espee’s
cabooses. The Portola RR museum has an example of
this caboose. It was fun to compare the two.
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REVIEW: Premier 3-Car Wood-sided Passenger Set, NYC,
P/N 20-6201; MSRP: $249.95
M.T.H. Electric Trains, 7020 Columbia Gateway Drive,
Columbia MD 21046
410-381-2580 • www.mth-railking.com
Reviewed by Joe Giannovario
The Prototype
My contact at MTH told me they did not have plans
for this car but that it was designed from photos of a Long
Island RR prototype. I searched my archives with no luck
and posted a note for help on the Net. Ed Bommer (no
stranger to these pages) came through with the information
that these cars were indeed LIRR and several photos could
be found in a paperback book Steel Rails to the Sunrise by
Ron Zeil and George Foster, published in 1975. The car
was used in commuter service and thus is not typical of
regular long-distance passenger cars of the turn of the century, specifically the open platform ends.
The Model
The MTH model is made almost entirely of ABS plastic
except for the diecast sprung trucks. The cars are lighted
but do not have a constant intensity circuit installed. The
model under review was painted and lettered for NYC.
Other roads available are the LIRR (the prototype for the
model), PRR, B&O, and NY&NE.
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The model only comes with 3-Rail trucks and couplers.
MTH says they will have 2-Rail conversion trucks later this
year. The cars come in three-car sets (all the cars are identical except for road numbers) or you can buy a single car
for about $90. Buying the set saves a few bucks.
Fidelity
It is difficult, if not impossible, to assess the fidelity of
the model versus the prototype without scale plans. The
best I can say is that the model looks exactly like the photo
of the prototype and its overall dimensions fall within the
limits one expects for an O Scale passenger car.
Compatibility
As delivered, these cars are incompatible with 2-Rail
equipment but can be converted to 2-Rail trucks and couplers in under an hour. (See the article on Page 9.)
Conclusions
Normally, I would not review a 3-Rail-only model but
these cars are so nice looking and convert so easily that
I broke my own rule. A few guys bought the three-car
set and split up the cars. I plan to use two cars in-service
on the branchline and set one as a yard office. If you are
looking for some turn of the century passenger equipment,
you can spend a bunch of hours building a superb La
Belle kit or you can buy one of these. You pay your money
and take your choice.

Review: Miniature LED Lights; MSRP: $3 to $4.15 each
Richmond Controls, PO Box 1467, Richmond, TX 77406
281-342-4895 • www.richmondcontrols.com
Reviewed by Ted Byrne
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are made in various sizes,
mostly small. One of the smallest is the #603 size that is
a rectangle 0.8 millimeter wide by 1.6 mm. long by 0.6
mm. thick (.03” x .06” x .02”). See Fig. 1.
The portion
that lights is
Fig. 1
about 3/4 of a
”
.04
millimeter in
diameter. In
.01”
.01”
short, it is so
small that you
can hardly see
.06”
.03”
it. The O Scale
conductor in
the photo can
easily hold one in his hand (Photo 1).
Richmond Controls has adapted these for model railroaders by attaching two 6 inch long thin (#36) wires. The
wires are painted for insulation and are twisted together.
Available colors are white, yellowish white, red, amber,
green and blue. Prices range from $3 to $4.15 each.
Richmond suggests that these LEDs can be used as
locomotive headlights or ditch lights. They must be thinking of N Scale headlights because these are way too
small for O Scale. They note that a unit can be inserted
into a #56 hole (0.046”). But that is less than useful
because the light comes from the flat side, not the end

and is not focused
by a lens. So you
might say these
LEDs glow and
indeed glow more
brightly than a
photo can show.
The suggested
ditch light application, as well as
marker lights or
end-of-train lights
seem like ideal
uses. I can also see
two units back-toback as a caboose
marker light. This may be the first time in your life that
you put a light on your layout that was not oversized.
There are some usage cautions. Like all LEDs, these
operate on current-limited DC.
The longer lead is positive. You could feed track
power through a tiny rectifier and a series current-limiting
resistor of, say, 1000 ohms. Of course these other parts
could be hidden inside the loco or caboose. You cannot mount the LED on a metal surface because the two
connections are exposed at the ends, but of course you
could cover the ends with epoxy.
Richmond Controls is willing to make other versions,
such as tri-color light assemblies, if there is sufficient
interest among manufacturers. But these units should
be quite useful, as is, to modelers who want that perfect
scale accuracy.

All Work and No Play
makes a layout boring.

Realistic Figures Bring Your Layout to Life

Celebrating 20 Years of
Producing High Quality
American Made Figures!

1484
1485
1486
1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496

Send $1.50 for our full color catalog featuring the over 400 PEWTER Figures AND Accessories
we produce in O Gauge All Made and Hand Painted in the USA with Pride. $8.95 S&H per order.
VISA & MC orders call 1 800 316-2493. For Information:302 455-0195. FAX orders: 302 455-0197

Visit us at www.arttista.com for color photos

Painted / Unptd

Soap box racer ..............
_9.99 / 5.75_
Soap box racer #2 .........
_9.99 / 5.75_
Scooter .............................
_9.99 / 5.75_
Young man to ride scooter
_5.99 / 3.75_
Woman as passenger....... _5.99 / 3.75_
Dirt Bike ............................ _9.99 / 6.50_
Man to ride Dirt Bike ......... _5.99 / 3.75_
ATV (muddy) ..................... _23.99/12.99_
Man to ride ATV ................ _5.99 / 3.75_
Pedal Boat ........................ _12.99/ 8.99_
Young lovers for pedal boat _12.50 /7.50_
Two kids for pedal boat..... _12.50 /7.50_
Kayak with man ................ _14.50/10.50_

People make the difference

105 Woodring Lane Newark DE 19702
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O Scale West 2008
Contest Photos
Photos by Jim & Leonard Ferreira

1st Place Winner - Structures
Majestic Hardware & Feed
Jim Harper, Santa Clara UT

1st Place Winner - Traction
10 Bench Open Trolley #1323
Jim Freeman, Burlingame CA

1st Place Winner - Steam Locomotive
On30, 2-6-6-2 Logging Loco
William B. Fleischer, Concord CA

3rd Place Winner Maintenance of Way
Monon Bunk Cars
Roger Nulton, Tacoma WA
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2nd Place Winner (Tie)
- Favorite Train
AT&SF Special Freight
Train
William Gallagher,
Santa Rosa CA

1st Place Winner - Diesel Locomotive
Southern Pacific Alco S-6
Jim Harper, Santa Clara UT

3rd Place Winner Diesel Locomotive
Pair of MTH SD-70’s
J.W. Matthews,
Concord CA

1st Place Winner Passenger Car
Solarium
Observation Car
Rick Piper, Portland OR

3rd Place Winner - Steam
Locomotive
Southern Pacific AC-6
#4141 Cab Forward
Mike Andrews,
Yuba City CA
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Frank Verricho is the Tech Support Manager at MRC and a died-in-the-wool O Scaler. He sent us this
photo of a steeple cab he built running on the unfinished elevated portion of the layout he is building.

Stevenson Preservation Lines
O Gauge Kits and Parts from past
Master Modelers
Catalog 2005 Price: $3.00
Baldwin Model Locomotive Works
Lobaugh
Adams & Sons
Lenoir
Kansas City Kit
Hines Lines
Alexander
Pearce Tool Co.

Bob Stevenson, 2326 230th St. Ames, IA 50014
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http://RailsUnlimited.ribbonrail.com/
email: railsunl@sbcglobal.net
“We take time to give you full service”
Unique O Scale models • Urethane cars; 40’ & 50’ boxcars, reefers, stock cars, milk cars, pickle car & circus cars.
Full Service O Scale Dealer • Kits, DCC & Sound Supplies
Books: new & out of print • Darkroom Services • Railroad Photos
Model Railroad Sales & Service
Ted Schnepf
Elgin Il 60120-9524

126 Will Scarlet
847-697-5353 or 847-697-5366

Jus

Trains

Info (302) 453-0465
Orders (888) 453-9742
*Mon-Fri 9-6 *
Fax Orders (302) 368-6447
215 Newark Shopping Center
Newark, DE 19711
Store open 7 days a week
$200 Free Ship on Most Orders

MC VISA DISC. AMEX

Lionel 2008 Volume I MTH 2008 Vol I 2 or 3 R

Golden Gate Depot

2-10-0 Russian Decapod

ACL, Erie, Pitt Shaw& N, W. Md
0-6-0 525 PRR, ACL, MP, NKP
21” Aluminum Passenger 6-pk 525
4-6-4 Royal Hudson
899
Full Interior, People, Detailed
SP AC-4 Cab Forward
1425 BC, CP, Southern, CP-Royal Tour
NYC, SF 2-Pk 239
Jersey Central G3 4-6-2 Pacific 939 J-1e Hudson 899 NYC, B&A
21” SP Daylt Alum 5-Pk 525 Pere Marquette 2-8-4 Berkshire 1109 NYC w/PT Tender $899
SP Articulated Diner Set 525 Legacy Scale Polar Exp. Tender 369 Orient Express 2-3-1 Pacifc 899
21” PRR Smooth Side 5Pk 525
4-8-8-2 AC-6 Cab Forward 1299
“Fleet of Mod”, Brown Post-War
SP Original, Rebuilt cab x 2
Pennsylvania 4-8-2 M1b
1109 J-1e Hudson Pass Set
999
Dreyfus J-3a Hudson, 4-6-4
989 SP Cab Forward Freight Set 1389
NYC F-12e 4-6-0 Ten Wheeler

Atlas 2-Rail Clearance
Trainman
40’ Sliding Door Box Car
32
BAR, JC, Lack, GN, NP
40’ Plug Door Box
32
C&O, CGW, WM
Bay Window Caboose
32
CSX, Frisco, MP, SP
40’ Hy-Cube Box Car
32
UP, Burlington, ICG, MR
40’ Pulpwood Flat Car
43
D&H, SF, WM
3-Bay Cylindrical Hopper
45
PRR, Cumberland, USI Petro,
6-Bay Cylindrical Hopper
45
Wabash, Cotton Belt
40’ GATX Airslide Hopper
45
RG, PRR, Brach’s, Chessie, PC
PS-4427 Grain Hopper
45

MTH Premier

899 UP Heritage Series

2R 399

UP, CNW, MKT, RG, SP, MP, WP

Heritage High Cube 6-Pk
F-3 ABA $605 PRR

215

L-1 2-8-2 Mikado

725

LNE

0-6-0 USRA Switcher

529

CNW, GT, SAL, P&WV, UP, PRR

4-4-0 American CP, UP

575

64’ Passenger 3-Pk $222 Coach 79
B&O, PRR, UP, CP, LI, Strasburg

Diesel Locomotives

Union Pacific #80 Coal Turbine 909
575 C&O M-1 Stm Turbine Pass Set 899 GP-9 Powered 355 MR, Sou

PRR “Queen Mary” Observation
& PRR D78 Diner 265 Del
PRR P70 20” Coach 4-Pk
399
LIRR, PRSL, PRR Post-War 12#
Heavyweight 20” 4-Pk Coaches 399

CNW E-4 Strm Hudson Pass Set 999 C-liner ABA 615 NH, NYC, CN
Sharknose AB 488
A-Unit 135
4-8-4 Northern 999 ACL, SF,
NYC, B&O, EJ&E, D&H
Frisco Meteor, Frisco Will Rogers
R40 4-Car Set 439 Dmy 2-Car 168
Alco S-2 359 CVT, JC, NP, SF

Brass John Bull Passenger Set
385 F-7 ABA 649
MTH Blow-outs, PS 2.0
B-Unit 139
NS Dash 9 Tank Train Set
625
Premier
CP, Clinchfield, MR, SP
S-2 Diesel Switcher SP, CNW 342
PRR P-5a Box Cab Electric 739 N&W Class A $1150 Scale
Cotton Belt SD40T-2
395
725
C&O , B&O, CN
SD70Ace Power 411 Dummy 184 Diesels Pwr 389 Dmy w/Lts 169 2-8-2 USRA Light Mikado
CN, NYC, PRR, Pere Marquette, UP
Custom Runs Reading, DRG,
AC6000 NS, CSX, BNSF, UP
KCS, Ferromex
MR, LV John Wilkes, Erie, JC
AC6000 Power 555
Dummy 184 AC4400cw CNW, KCS, Quebec, UP
PRR B70 Baggage, PB70 Combine,
SD-80MAC NS, CSX
CSX, Union Pacific
BM70 Mail RPO 3-Pk 359
U30C RI, MP Dash 8 ATSF 415 SD-9043MAC CP, UP
0-4-0 Switcher w/Slope Tender 475
20” Head-End Set
359 D&H GP38-2 Power 368 Dmy 184 SD40-3 Tunnel CN
NYC, C&O, PRR
B&O, GN, NH, NYC, NP, N&W, SF, GP7 368 Dmy 184 PRR, DRGW SD45T-2 Tunnel KCS, SP, SLSW
449
SP Green, SP Gray, SP Daylt, Pullman, Jersey Central F-3 ABA Set
785 SD-35 Chessie, PRR, Sou, W. MD Premier 0-8-0 Steam Switcher
A&S, Erie
UP Gray, UP Yellow, Undec Green C&O E7 AA Power/Dmy Set
615
Diesels Power 359 Dmy w/Lts 169 20-4053 Sou Crescent 18” 5-Pk 209
20” Diner/Observation 2-Pk 265 2007 Volume I - Legacy
GP-40 B&O, CNW, Rdg, WC
B&O, C&O, CBQ, CP, GN,N&W, NH,
11127 Sou Pac. GS-4, Legacy 1019 GP38-2 BNSF, B & Pitt, MEC, W&S
NP, NYC Gray, NYC Betterment,
11117 Sante Fe E6 Atlantic
499 SD40-2 CN, Conrail, MoPac, UP
Pullman, SP Gray, SP Green, SP Daylt,
31755 Tex Special E-7 Pass Set 1025 GP-60M BNSF, Maersk, SF
Continental, Producers, PRR, B&M
UP Gray, UP Yellow, Undec
PRR P5a
3 Variations
535
21” 2-Pk or 21” Sound Diner 227
33K Gallon Tank Car
45
Premier Specialty Sets
Pullman 8-1-2 Heavywt Sleeper 109 CSX SD40-2 Husky Stack Set
639
Wanda, ACF Demo
Pullman, NYC, NYC Pullman, PRR
Flying Yankee Zephyr 4-Unit 649

War Emergency DC Hopper 40
Burlington Zephyr 4-Unit
649
B&O, Burl, GA, L&N, PRR, Alton
Mark Twain Zephyr 4-Unit 649
40’ USRA Sgl Sheath Box Car 42
Pullman 12-1 Heavywt Sleeper 109 2826x UP Heritage SD70ACe
377 Maersk GP-60M Twin-stack 649
SP MOW, MOW, PRR, JC, CNJ
PRR & Pullman New Run
999
MoPac, WP, Katy, UP, RG, CNW, SP NYC J-1e w/PT Passenger
WM, RFP, Erie, MKT, PRR Lines REA 54’ Reefer 4# $65 4/$245 Del GP-7 Power 335 Non-Power 145 CNW E-4 Hudson Passenger 999
40’ Steel Rebuilt Box Car
42
ACL, B&O, NYC, SF, GN, REA
GN, RI, UP
SP Cab Forward Freight Set 1399
C&NW, RS&P, C&O, MoPac
Green, REA Red Logo, Orig White NYC Shark AA 519
Dmy B 137 C&O M-1 Steam Turbine Set 899
53’ Evans Plug Door Box Car 44
NYC Transit R27 4-Pk 589 2-Pk 279 PRR Scale GG-1 Beer Train 715
BN, UP, MP, Aloha, Bend Mills, MNS

60’ Auto Parts Box Car
44
CN, GTW, N&W, C&O, UP, CB
Extended Vision Caboose
53
BN, RG, BN Freedom, DMIR, GN,
Chessie Safety, SF Ltd, Rutland,
SOO Line, Chessie, Indian Harbor,
RF&P, Conrail
Standard Cupola Caboose
53
MRL, NS, N&W
NE-6 Caboose
53
NH, Clinchfield, P&LE, WLE,
N&W, NYS&W, Conrail, Shaw
40’ Woodside Reefer
44
Blatz, Del Maiz, Silver Edge, B&M,
WP, Atlas, Phoenix, Century,
Merchant’s, Nash, ART, Fairmont,
Donaldson, Goetz, LaCrosse,
40’ Re-Built Woodside Reefer 44
Undec, Hardy Salt, Oak Grove,
Silver Edge, Canada Dry, Prairie
Farm, Glaser – Crandell,, Meeter’s,
Pabst-ett, Stokely’s, Sun-Rayed
36’ Woodside Reefer
44
Und, Hormel, Oscar Mayer, Krey’s
Cudahy, NKP, Sou Star, Clicquot,
Page, Pearl-Brand, Fox Beer, ,
Wescott & Winks, Crown, Blatz
Kornblum, Columbus, Noack,
Swift’s, Kahn’s, Kraft, Rath’s
Grand Union, Ralston Purina,
50-Ton Fishbelly DC Hopper 42
Und, NS, B&O, ACL, D&H x 2
11K Gallon Tank Car
46
Columbia, Homgas, Essotane,
Hooker, Adirondack, Undec
17K Gallon Tank
54
Hooker, PPG, ADM, Cargill, LSI,
GATX, Minn.Corn Products
89’ Flats Erie, FEC, SF, WP 55

Weaver Models 2008

CP 4-4-4 Jubilee 939 Cmd 1039
CN U4b Royal 4-8-4, Cmd 1045
GTW U4a 4-8-4
2-R 925
RPO w/ Clerestory Roof 4# 79
80’ Aluminum 5-Car Set
549
NW, PR, AK, CNJ, LV, CN, LN, GTW

B60 Baggage w/Celestory

75

PRR, NYC, CN, NH, N&W, B&M, SF

RPO w/Round Roof 4#
B60 w/Round Roof 4#

79
75

Cmd/EOB/RS

249

WP, RI, NPR, C of GA

MOW Troop Cars 50 2/$95
Monon, N&W, CB&Q, Guard,
C&O, GTW, Erie, WM, L&N, Lack
Wartime Gondola w/Die-Cast Trucks
$25 each or 4/$90 4#
N&W, MEC, Sou, LN, B&M

New Haven I-5 TMCC/EOB 1049
O-54, 24” L, Script or Block

NH Green Coach 4-Pk 375 6-Pk 550
UP Gray, SLSW, KCS, LV 4-Pk 299
Brass Switch Tower $55 3 Colors

If Weaver has it in stock,
We will get it for you
at a discount & ship

over $200 for free

GN, PRR x 2
PRR High Cube Box 35 6-Pk 185
Harley-Davidson 3-Pk x 2
99
Premier Flat w/2 Police Cars
39
OC, CT, Denver, AK, FL, Detroit, WV

K-Line 2008 Volume I

East Wing GG-1 Passenger Set 715
SP Black GS-4 Freight Set
1069 MR EP-5 TMCC, Railsounds 395
UP FEF w/Legacy Grey or Blk 989 PC E-44 Tropicana Reefer Set 475 MR Aluminum 4-Pk 355 2-Pk 185
RS-3 Diesel w/TMCC & Smoke 299
Mikado WP, UP, SF, MR
699
MTH 2007 Vol II 2/3-R
NYC, PRR, PE, E-Lack
Shay Birch Valley, Cass Scenic 699
1065 Southern FM 355 Caboose 52
2-8-0 Rdg, NYC, B&O, WM 377 4-12-2 UP 9000, 2#
78
809 PRR or NH Electric Boxcab
50’ Flat w/Piggybacks 63 2-Pk 125 4-6-2 PRR K-4
PRR A-5 0-4-0 w/TMCC
285
Modern, Early, Streamline
Scale Double Door Box Car
53
3-Pk 102
CNW 4-6-4 E-4 Hudson
809 2-Bay DC Hopper 38
UP, NKP, LV
MR, Reading
SP
4-8-4
Daylight
3#
975
Lionel Blow-outs
899 NP Aluminum Hopper 45 3-Pk 124
7-11020 Hogwarts Express 225 2-8-4 Berkshire
Reading Alum Tank
45 3-Pk 124
Chessie, Erie

Rdg, NYC, CP, CSS, UP, NH, PRR,
w/o Track & Transformer 175
LIRR, Unlettered, N&W
Die-Cast 3-Bay 2-pk 79 SF, CNW

VO 1000

FF-1 Electric Locomotives 615

Husky Stack 2-pk
99
BN, Greenbriar, ARCZ
Steel Reefer 2-Pk
65
Dubuque, ADM, National
Frisco or CE&I Hopper
35
PS-2 Covered Hopper 32 NYC, PC
18374 PRR GG-1 Silver
635
Flat Car w/2 Trailers 2-Pk 105
NYC, UP
27562 NYC Flat w/Trailers
53
21921 Imco PS-2 Hopper 2-Pk 75
Heavyweight Passenger 4-Pk 315
Santa Fe (Green)
2-Pk 175 Snd Diner 180 7/$635
MR, B&O, PRR Sound Diner 185
U30C Diesel Dmy 119 CR, MR

K-Line Tank Engine $399

E44 Electric

Conrail, PRR

385

E33 Electric N&W, VA, NH
385
SD50
3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 137
Chessie, CSX, KCS, MP
ES44AC 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 142
BNSF, CP, GE Demo, UP
SD70ACe 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 142
MRL, G.W. Bush
SD70M-2 3R 385 2R 399 Dmy 142
EMD, FEC
Dash 8-40C Narrow 3R 385 2R 402
CNW, CSX, UP, NS
Dmy $142
GE U30C Power
3R 385 2R 399
BN, NS, Rdg, UP Dummy $142
GP-9 Diesel
3R 352 Dmy 137
B&M, SF, Soo Line, WP

Lionel TMCC & Power

C&O 4-Pk 250 2-Pk 140 Diner 150 #990 Legacy Command Set
259
All seven cars for $525
#993 Legacy Expansion Set
219
25458 PRR CongSound Diner 150 TMCC Cab-1 59 Command Base 59
Op. Hot Box wRS 55 MDT, SF TMCC Command Set
109
PRR F-7 Pwr B 160 Breakdn B 150 Lionel ZW 365
180W Brick 75
24597 NYC E-7 Breakdown B
150 TPC 400 149 TPC 300 109 PM-1 62
SF F-7 Power B 165 Brkdwn B 150 ARC 73 ASC 67 AMC 73 BPC 67
28250 N&W C420 Dummy
99 OTC 59 AVC 105 SC-2 Controller 74

B&A 4-6-6 TMCC RS Cruise

Overland Models $1800
UP C44ACCTE #5735 Flag
UP C44-9W #9700 or #9716
UP C60AC #7567 or #7567
UP SD90043AC #8024
UP SD90AC #8201

DZ Products
DZ-1010 Crossing Gate Set
79
DZ-1011 Block Signal Detectors
19
DZ-1020 Crossing Signal Set
55
DZ-1030 Wigwag Signal Set
79
DZ-1040 UQ or LQ Semaphore 49
DZ-1050 3-Light Trackside Signal 36
DZ-1060 7-Light Trackside Signal 39
DZ-1070 Track Sensor
15
DZ-1080 Color Position Signal
39
DZ-1200 Station Announcement 85
DZ-1220 Trolley Stop & Control 79
DZ-1240 Auto Stop & Reverse
38
DZ-1260 Water Tower Animator 36
DZ-1265 Fuel Station Animator 38
DZ-2500 TMCC Switch Machine 25

Just TrainsTM Free Shipping over $200 on most orders Orders (888) 453-9742 Info (302) 453-0465 www.justrains.com
Atlas 2-Rail
Atlas 2-Rail
3rd Rail/Sunset Models
Discontinuing Engines
20-3216-2 NYC Dreyfus 4-6-4 875
SD45 Pwr 389 Dmy 169 2R 399
& Rolling Stock
MR, GN x 2, SF, UP

7840 BNSF Patch Job -8, DC 299
7841 BNSF Patch Job Dmy 195

2110 BN GP-35, DC

250
7848 GE Demo Dash 8, DC

20-3300-2 SP Daylt GS-4 4453 975

SD70ACe 389 Dmy 169 2R 399
BHP Billiton, KCS, UP
20-3255-2 JC P47 4-6-2
SD70M-2 389 Dmy 169 2R 399
299
NS, CN

C&O “Heaviest Hudson” L-2/A 1155

625

N&W Class A #1218 or #1242 1150

PRR “Old Rivets” GG-1

299 AA16 NOHAB 3-R 399 2-R 449
GN, Denmark, GM Demo, Norway, 20-3286-2 PRR 2-8-2 Mikado
Belgium, Luxembourg, Hungary

2111 Reading GP-35, DC 3# 250 GP60M SF, DC

725

20-3288-2 UP 2-8-2 Mikado

2112 SP GP-35, DC 2#

250

875

Conrail, Bi-Centennial, Wiskers,

Strasburg Grn 5-S, Loewery 5-S

725

GP60M BNSF, DC
349
TRAXX F140 AC2 399 2R 449
SP M-6 w/Vandy Tender
899
GP60B BNSF Red/Silver DC 325
Demo, SBB Cargo, Veolia, Europe NYC Hudson PT Tender #5344 899 SP M-6 w/Whaleback Tender 899
GP60B BNSF Red/Sil, Dmy 190

In-Stock Scale Wheels

2113 Savannah & Atlanta 250

NYC Hudson #5324

20-3130-2 Rdg T-1 4-8-4

2114 WM GP-35, DC

2263 VT Railway GP60, DC 299
Undec, SF 349 Dmy 185
250 GP-9, DC
WM
299 20-3131-2 Am. Freedom 4-8-4

825

899

MTH Diesels Fixed Pilots
SP M-9 w/Whaleback Tender 899

799

MTH Steam

SD70M-2

FEC, EMD

SD40T-2

DMIR, BLE

399

Scale Wheel Steam w/PS 2.0
2115 NKP GP-35, DC
250
GP-35 also in PRR, CNW, GA

Available w/Electrocouplers
JC 4-6-2 P47 Baldwin Paciic

2-10-0 Russian Decapod

525

399 GN M-2 2-6-8-0 2 or 3R

1650

899 NKP 4-6-2 P47 Baldwin Pacific 685 UP SD40-2T Scale Wheels 399

ACL, Erie, Pitt Shaw& N, W. Md
2235 MR Hiawatha Power B 250
Fleche D’Or 2-3-1E Pacific

899

Lackawanna P47 4-6-2 Baldwin 525 SD70ACe UP Heritage

Z-4000 375

AIU 85

399 NYC Dreyfuss 4-6-4

1175

DCS 249 Scullin Disc Drivers 1938 & ‘40
th

20 Century Ltd 1938 4-pk 585
3 different passenger sets
7890 Ann Arbor RS-1, DC

299 Orient Express 2-3-1 Pacifc 899
5-Car Orient Passenger Set $419
PRR 2-8-0 H-3 #1187 or #1188

625

Lackawanna, PLC

0-6-0 525 PRR, ACL, MP, NKP
7892 Washington Terminal

Other RS-1:

7805 Jersey Central SD-35

4-6-4 Royal Hudson
899
BC, CP, Southern, CP-Royal Tour

20-3177-2 Phila & Rdg 2-8-0 495

Weaver RPO 79 B60 75
NH, SF, B&M, N&W, PRR,
NYC, CN, CP, Undec

275
0-6-0 USRA Steam
519
CB&Q, GM&O, MEC, RI, T&P 20-3176-2 GN 19th Cent 2-8-0 595

7807 SP SD-35, DC

NYC Empire State J3 4-6-4 1150

USRA 0-6-0 CNW, PRR, JC 525

299

NH, RI, C&O

K-Line 2-R Shay $399

275

4-6-0 Camelback Steam
819 DRG, WM 19th Century 2-8-0
JC, NYO&W, Reading

Third Rail Brass

UP 4-8-4 FEF, TMCC, EOB
1199
CN U2g, GTW U3b, OC U3b 1175
4-8-4 w/TMCC, EOB Cruise

595

See Website for More
J&L Silver, Koppers Black 219
Scale Wheel Steam w/PS 2.0

7822 CSX SD-35, DC

275 N&W 4-8-4 J-Class

7823 Penn Central SD-35, DC 275

2-10-4 “Colorado” 2 Heaters 1425

999 2 #’s

Princess Coronation Steam 1079
London, Midland, & Scot, British

Cass Scenic, Weyerhauser Shay 925

CB&Q, B&LE, DMIR
N&W Y-6B 2-8-8-2 , EOB
1695
CPR D-10 4-6-0, 2 versions
875

B&O Q4b 2-8-2, EOB

1125

20-3197 Interstate 2-8-2 Mikado 695

Dash 8, DC Und, UP, BC, SP 299 GP-35 Pwr 389 Dmy 169 3R 399
Dummy for above 195
PRR, NYC, GN, Alaska
20-3199-2 L&NE 2-8-2 Mikado 650 PRR “Doodlebug”, TMCC

PRR O-1 2-Unit Electric, TMCC 975
LIRR BB1 Rats (2), Conv w/Snd 575
675 B&M R-1 4-8-2, TMCC, EOB 925

KorModels Models for the Core of Your Layout Made in America by Americans Dealer Inquiries Welcome

302 One Stall Diesel Shed w/Shop

69
901 Action Machinery 6 x 8

917 Gen Lt & Power Sub Station

25

32

959 Midland Supply 8 x 6

35

960 John’s Cutlery

25

304 3-Stall Roundhouse, 30”D 189
304A Xtra Stall or 304B Extender 45
902 Jaybar Company 6 x 8

27
921 JLC Manufacturing

305 Sandhouse, 16 x 6

6x8

65

45
966 Lehigh Engineering 6 x 8
903 Skyline Steel 6 x 8

25
950 American Flag Co. 14 x 9

306 2-Stall Diesel Shed 25 x 11
306A Extender
12.5 x 11

25

69

69
27
967 Shoe Co. 7 skylts 20 x 9 x 11 69
905 Blackshear Refrig. Transport

307 3-Stall Trolley Barn 23 x 11

59

95
953 Joe’s Pickle Factory 14 x 9

69
968 Freight Terminal 8 x 15

308 Quincy Mining Co.

47

908 Shanahan Freight 20 x 8 x 9H

75

954 Buck Island Canning 8 x 12
310 Mitchell Textile Co.

49

969 Gen Lt & Pwr Office 6x13x12 65

39
911 Perfect Tool Co. 8 x 16

55

955 RJK Tool & Die 9 x 14

3115 Grain Silo, 7 x 34 x 22 H

135

912 Roller Bearing Co. 9 x 28

65

P56 Cut Stone

957 Lewis & Sons Machine Shop

915 Quaker Foods 9 x 12

P81 Random Stone 10

89
P83 Concrete 10

315 Grain Silo, 7 x 19 x 22 H

49

13

25

D929 Roof Top Water Tank D30 12

49

85

P57 Double

956 James Company 13 x 8 x 9H

55

New Modular System Kit
74.95
Unlimited configurations 24 walls
320 3-Stall Roundhouse 26” Deep 159 916 General Light & Power 48”L 175

958 Mill Works 11 x 7 w/Tower

49

Just Trains (888) 453-9742

Buy–Sell–Trade

Buy-Sell-Trade ads are $5 for 30 words plus your address information. Additional words are $0.25 each. Subscribers are permitted one
free ad per subscription cycle . All B-S-T ads are prepaid. You may send ads by postal service with a check or money order. Ads sent by
email or called in must use a credit card. See our contact info on page 2.
WANTED: Small N&W custom-built or
scratchbuilt steam, 4-8-0, 2-8-0, 4-6-0. Also
looking for N&W brass parts, e.g., pilot,
cylinders, domes, tenders, etc. Contact Joe
Giannovario, jag@oscalemag.com or call
610-363-7117.

FREE O SCALE LIST: List of O Scale shows
for 2008. Send LSSAE to Bob Retallack, Dept
OST08, 2224 Adner Ct, Columbus, OH
43220.
FOR SALE: In-progress O Scale layout, 8 x
10 ft, with Boston & Maine seashore theme.
Includes 2 steam locos, 3 Diesel locos,
passenger cars, freight cars and building kits.
Take it away for $2000. Call 908-454-1246,
weekdays after 3:00 PM.

July 2008

Events

23-26: Worcester, MA
The 2008 O Scale National Convention will
be held at the DCU Center in Worcester,
Massachusetts. The DCU Center will provide
us with over 50,000 square feet of exhibition space. In this large area we plan to have
a large amount of dealer tables, wide aisle
spacing and many operating layouts including the Southern New England Modular
Layout that measures 27’ x 81’. The DCU
Center is located in downtown Worcester
about two blocks from the newly renovated
Union Station. One of the Providence and
Worcester mainlines runs across the street
from the front of the DCU Center. An all day
railfan trip is in the planned for Convention
goers on Wednesday 7/23/08.

August 2008
9: Denver, PA
Eastern O Scalers 2-Rail Swap Meet at the
Denver Fire Hall, 4th and Locust, 9 AM to
1 PM. Adm. $5; (spouses & children under
14 are free), $16 for the first table (includes
one admission) and $12 for each additional
table. Dealer set-up Friday evening 6 to 9
PM and Saturday morning 7 to 9 AM. Info/
reservations, SASE – EOS, PO Box 1781,
Bensalem, PA 19020; (215) 264-9623. Bring
an index card with your name, address
etc., for $1 off your admission. Contact:
[eostrains@comcast.net].

September 2008
5-6: Indianapolis, IN
Indy O Scale two day swap meet with plenty
of tables/vendors in one large hall. Tables:
$50 before August 1st, $60 after. Admission/registration $20 per person. Contact Jim
Canter, 1203 Rotherham Ln. Beech Grove
IN 46107. Phone 317-782-3322. Email:
[jcanternkp@aol.com].
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FOR SALE: Weaver VO1000 f/p NYC $200;
Car Works Alco S-2 $590; Weaver RS3 super
detailed, c/p BN $275; Atlas GP35 f/p NYC
$275, Rivarossi C-Liner f/p PRR w/AN drive
$150; Atlas SW8 NYC $250, Sunset 4-6-6-4
Rio Grande $1050; PSC PRR K4 $1050. Call
423-772-4401. Norm Reaume, 129 Hamby
Rd, Roan Mt, TN 37687-0004
FOR SALE: Sunset N&W K3 4-8-2, SS Pacific
Coast Shay, SS Clinchfield Challenger 4-6-6-4,
SS WM 2-10-0 Russian decapod, USH L&N
M1 2-8-4, OMI GE C30-7A Diesel, OMI Erie
Gas Electric. Call 330-758-1561. William R
Burns, 7455 Westview Dr, Youngstown, OH
44512-5550
WANTED: Fred Icken castings for the PRR
O1 electric - any condition, from running all
the way down to missing and cut pieces. I

6: Merchantville, NJ
Cherry Valley Model RR Club Open House:
10 AM to 1 PM. O Scale only. Admission$5,
tables$16. Located at Grace Episcopal
Church, 7 Maple Ave, Merchantville, NJ.
Model railroad open from Noon to 6 PM.
Info: John P. Dunn, Sr., 609-484-8125 email:
jdunn8888@hotmail.com].

October 2008
11: Wind Gap, PA
Eastern O Scalers 2-Rail Swap Meet at the
Plainfield Fire Hall, 6480 Sullivan Trail, 9
AM to 1 PM. Adm. $5; (spouses & children
under 14 are free), $16 for the first table
(includes one admission) and $12 for each
additional table. Dealer set-up Friday evening 6 to 9 PM and Saturday morning 7 to 9
AM. Info/reservations, SASE – EOS, PO Box
1781, Bensalem PA 19020; (215) 264-9623.
Bring an index card with your name, address
etc., for $1 off your admission. Contact:
[eostrains@comcast.net].
30-11/2: Napierville, IL
RR Prototype Modelers Meet. Details TBA.
Holiday Inn

November 2008
8: Kirtland, OH
2008 Western Reserve “O” scale train show
and Lakeland Community College, 190 and
State Rt. 306. Admission: $6. Tables (6’):
$37. Show hours 9:00 Am to 2:00 PM. Contact Bob Frieden, 440-256-8141.

December 2008
5-14: Merchantville, NJ
Cherry Valley Model RR Club Xmas open
house at 7 Maple Ave., Merchantville. Friday
nights, 12/5 & 12/12, 6 to 9 PM; Saturdays,
12/6 & 12/13, Noon to 8 PM; Sundays, 12/7
& 12/14, Noon to 6 PM. No admission but
donations accepted. Info:John P. Dunn, Sr.,

have one, but they tell me these things ran in
pairs! Also looking for a single Lobaugh stock
car side to use as a pattern. Bob Turner 7237
Werner St, San Diego CA 92122.
FOR SALE: ULTRA SCALE kits: NKP War
Emergency Box, NP 50’ Autobox. Many
Intermountain, Red Caboose kits. Thinning
Collection. Call: 330-534-5273 or email: [jim.
jeanne@earthlink.net].
FOR SALE: ATSF 4-6-4 Hudson by Sofue U/P
$6000 TRO; SP AC-2 2-8-8-2 PSC F/P TRO
$3000; SP 2-8-0 Glacier Park Models F/P
#2811 TRO $2000; SP MT-3 4-8-2 Max Gray
(super-detailed and C/P by Gary Schrader)
$1800. Best offers considered. Bruce Antell
650-773-7240, bantell@pacbell.net, 50 S. San
Mateo Dr., Ste 105, San Mateo CA 94401

609-484-8125 email:[jdunn8888@hotmail.
com].

March 2009
7: Wind Gap Pennsylvania
Eastern O Scalers Swap Meet Eastern O Scalers 2-Rail Swap Meet at the Plainfield Fire
Hall, 6480 Sullivan Trail – 9:00 a.m. – 1:00
p.m. Adm. $5; (spouses & children under 14
are free), $16.00 for the first table (includes
one admission) and $12.00 for each additional table. Dealer’s set-up Friday evening
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and Saturday morning 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. Info/reservations,
SASE – EOS, PO Box 1781, Bensalem PA
19020; (215) 264-9623. Bring an index card
with your name, address etc., for $1 off your
admission. Contact [eostrains@comcast.net].

June 2009
18-20: Towson, MD
2009 O Scale National Convention to be
held on the campus of Towson University
just north of Baltimore, Maryland. Event
sponsored by Baltimore O Scalers and the
Baltimore Society of Model Engineers. In
addition to very comfortable trading halls
(about 400 tables), convention features
clinics, layout tours (June 17 through June
21), model contests and Friday (June 19th)
banquet. Early set-up for dealers on June
17. Visits to B&O Transportation Museum,
Baltimore Streetcar Museum and much
more. Check [www.oscaleeast.com] often.
More information available by email: [info@
oscaleeast.com]
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Best Laid Plans
My execution of adding expiration dates to the mailing labels
went “aft a-gley” (apologies to Robert Burns). Several people
noticed that their expiration dates were wrong and let me know
right away. (I was pleased that you read this column!) In any case, I
found the glitch and it has been corrected. Everyone’s label should
now show their correct expiration date.
Bye Bye Hobo
I am sad to see Hobo D. HiRailer depart from the magazine but
we have come to realize that his column was not as well-appreciated as we thought. Also, we have realized that many 3-Rail Scale
modelers have no intention of switching to 2-Rail, so we’ll stop
proselytizing and just focus on scale modeling. How many rails
you run is your business. We’re here to help you enjoy O Scale
model railroading, not enforce ersatz ”rules”. Thanks Hobo, you
did your best and I appreciated every word.
Less Calories, More Taste
You may have noticed this issue is a bit thinner than it has been
in the past. It is 8 pages less than issues of the previous two years.
The reasons are many. We’ve had two paper price increases since
December 2007. Several large budget advertisers have cut back on
buying ad space. The Postal Service increased postage... again...
and is now allowed to make rate increases annually. Gas is nearing
$4 a gallon, increasing our distribution costs dramatically.
Given all that, we really did not want to raise the cover price or
the subscription rate. We just raised ad rates in January, so there
was nothing to do there. The best choice left was to reduce the
page count. You will notice, however, that the Table of Contents is
no less full than before. (We use Dr. Who’s TARDIS to make it all
fit.) So, even though we have 8 fewer pages, we are still giving you
the most content we can.
More on Kit Building
Last issue I discussed a resurgence of kit building and gave
some sources for kits. I want to continue in that vein and mention
more sources of kits.
I talked about Boyce Yates of Babbitt Railway Supply winding
down his steam locomotive kit offerings. If steam engines are your
thing, then Stevenson Preservation Lines may be your source. Bob
Stevenson has salvaged kits and castings from some of the great
names of O Scale like: Pearce Tool, Baldwin Model Locomotive
Works, Lobaugh, Adams & Sons, Ray Waller, Bill Lenoir, Hines
Lines and more. Here are some of the kits Bob is currently offering.
• Pearce 0-8-0: This is basically a USRA 0-8-0 with a formed
brass boiler with rivet detail, a stamped brass cab with rivet detail,
a stamped and formed brass tender with rivet detail, a machined
frame, and 51” drivers insulated for 2-Rail. The cost is $490. For
$520, the kit becomes a 2-8-0. Pearce also offered a USRA Heavy
Mikado and a Heavy Pacific. Details are similar to the 0-8-0 kit
with formed and stamped brass parts making up the cab, boiler
and tender. Frames are cast with holes drilled for the drivers. The
Mike has 63” drivers and the Pacific has 80” drivers. The Mike is
$580 while the Pacific is $550.
• Lobaugh SP 2-8-2: I’ve seen this kit in the flesh and it looks
gorgeous. The boiler is formed and has rivets stamped in the
smokebox. The frame is machined and each driver is individually
sprung. Drivers are 63” in diameter. The tender is a 12,000 gal.
120-C-3 Vanderbilt-style. Both the tender and cab are triple-etched
by Russ Briggs. The complete kit, with over 60 lost wax castings
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and tender, costs $825. The tender alone is $120.
• Lobaugh Climax: Bob is taking deposits on 25 kits. The original kit design has been modified to accept a can motor and with
better details. The loco can be made up as a standard O gauge
or On30 (and probably On3 as well). Total cost will be $450. The
deposit required to reserve a Climax is $150.
• Lobaugh SP 0-6-0: This kit can be ordered to make either
a class S-10 (51” drivers) or S-12 (56” drivers) switcher. It has an
etched cab, etched running boards and the motor mounts in the
firebox. Cost is $475. Tenders are sold separately for $175.
Aside from kits, Bob also has many separate lost wax cast detail
parts, many not available anywhere else. You can get a Stevenson
Preservation Lines catalog by sending $3.50 to Bob Stevenson
2326 230th St, Ames, IA 50014. The catalog says 2005 but don’t
worry ‘cause that’s the latest version.
Now, you may think some of these prices are high but the
steam engine kits are state-of-the-art, especially the SP Mikado.
You won’t find a finer kit anywhere, plus, the experience of building it yourself is extremely satisfying.
Pat Mucci of P&D Hobbies still has F3 body and chassis kits, as
well as GP-9 repower kits if you are a Diesel person.
Jumping to freight cars, I’d like to mention a line of cast urethane bodies from Rails Unlimited. Ted Schnepf is the proprietor
and my “table-neighbor” at the Chicago March Meet. These are
not kits, per se. Ted offers a variety of one-piece, hand-cast, urethane resin car bodies. This saves an enormous amount of time in
construction. You add the trucks and couplers and detail them to
whatever level you like. Here’s a sample of his offerings.
• Reefers: PFE R-50-1 50’ reefer; 50’ Express reefers, 50’ REA
Express reefer; 50’ milk reefer, 40’ ACF reefers, 38’ meat reefers.
• 40’ Boxcars: CB&Q outside-braced door-and-a-half; Wabash
outside-braced (three versions); USRA double-sheathed.
• 50’ Boxcars: CB&Q outside-braced door-and-a-half; AT&SF
panel-side; GN “V” framed (see News in this issue); WP doubledoor in two versions; and more.
The bodies noted above all sell for $95 each. Ted will also sell
you trucks, couplers and detailing parts at extra cost. You can see
all his offerings (there is much more than I have mentioned) at his
website at [railsunlimited.ribbonrail.com].
For the traction modelers, East Gary Car Shops offers a variety
of kits and kit parts. Contact Andy Sunderlin to get a list of his current offerings. See Andy’s ad in this issue.
Mullet River Model Works makes both rolling stock and structure kits in O Scale. Glenn Guerra is a museum (literally) model
maker who also happens to love trains, so you can imagine what
his laser-cut kits might be like. His caboose kits (about $120
each), for example, have full interiors and many have etched brass
frames. If one of Glenn’s cabooses (cabeese? cabice?) doesn’t ring
your bell then maybe his C&NW/ CStPM&O 34’ drop-end wood
gondola kit will. It’s just $80 and drips with gobs of detail. It’s perfect for hauling cinders on a pre-1940s layout.
There are so many more companies to mention but, as you can
see, I have run out of space. If I didn’t mention your favorite kit
manufacturer, I apologize. My point is that there are plenty of ways
to keep railroading when money is tight and you are keeping that
money right here in the U.S.A. Build a kit and send me a photo. It
might get published.
Keep Highballin’				
u

BOLSHEVIK
REVOLUTION!

Light Footed
Russian Decapod Arrives
During World War I, the Imperial Russian State Railways
ordered 1230 locomotives of the 2-10-0 wheel arrangement from Alco and Baldwin. With light axle loading
and tiny 52" drivers - about the same size as a typical
switcher - these decapods were designed for moderate
speeds on light and often poorly maintained track.
When the Bolshevik Revolution overthrew the czar, the
final 200 engines in the order were stranded in the U.S.
Desperately in need of wartime motive power, the
United States Railroad Administration (USRA) had the
decapods regauged from five feet to standard gauge
and allocated them to railroads throughout the east in
early 1918.
For a lot of action in a small steamer, add this vest-pocket
decapod to your railroad. New for 2008, our model features the extraordinary detail you've come to expect in a
Premier locomotive, plus all the features that make
Proto-Sound 2.0 locomotives more fun to operate than
any other engines in model railroading - including synchronized, puffing smoke with variable intensity; CDquality sound; and Proto-Speed control for smooth
pulling power at any speed from 3 mph to full throttle.

Find your Nearest Dealer at

www.mthtrains.com
7020 Columbia Gateway Drive
Columbia, MD 21046

Atlantic Coast Line 2-10-0 Russian Decapod Steam Engine
20-3308-1 Hi-Rail Wheels $999.95
20-3308-2 Scale Wheels
$999.95
Erie 2-10-0 Russian Decapod Steam Engine
20-3309-1 Hi-Rail Wheels $999.95
20-3309-2 Scale Wheels
$999.95
Pittsburg Shawmut & Northern 2-10-0 Russian Decapod
Steam Engine
20-3310-1 Hi-Rail Wheels $999.95
20-3310-2 Scale Wheels
$999.95
Western Maryland 2-10-0 Russian Decapod Steam Engine
20-3311-1 Hi-Rail Wheels $999.95
20-3311-2 Scale Wheels
$999.95
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SP AM-2 Post War IN STOCK!
SP M-9 MOGUL 2-6-0 COMING FALL!

FALL 2008 RESERVE TODAY! ($899.95)
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SP MT-4 BLACK IN STOCK!

SUNSET MODELS INC.

TM

37 South Fourth Street · Campbell, CA · 95008 · 408-866-1727 · fax 408-866-5674 · www.3rdrail.com

